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ABSTRACT

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL UPDATING OF BRIDGES WITH MOBILE
AND SMART TECHNOLOGIES FOR INFRASTRUCTURE-RELATED
DECISION-MAKING

Ramadan, Wasim
Master of Science, Sustainable Environment and Energy Systems
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Ali Atashbar Orang
Co-Supervisor: Research Assoc. Dr. Ekin Ozer
July 2021, 319 pages

Understanding the mechanical behavior of civil infrastructure under earthquakes has
always been a fundamental concern in civil and structural engineering. Unlike many
other disciplines, experimental modeling of civil infrastructure is cumbersome
because of scale size, time constraints, and financial limitations. For these reasons,
primary efforts on structural dynamics deal with theoretical models built on finite
element (FE) method and structural health monitoring (SHM) systems with
advanced sensor networks. However, FE solutions include modeling errors, whereas
conventional SHM is costly and difficult to implement. The technological innovation
in the mobile sensing paradigm is slowly replacing high-cost SHM systems in favor
of the embedded accelerometers in smartphones. Moreover, a combination of
theoretical and measurement-based approaches can amplify the accuracy to have a
more reliable FE model representing reality. Therefore, by reducing research
equipment cost and empowering bridge models with field calibration, we can expect
improving disaster preparedness at the critical infrastructures. This study presents an
innovative engineering mechanics framework for smart and sustainable
infrastructure by adapting bridge reconnaissance processes with smartphone sensor
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support. In this research, the Northern Cyprus transportation network is utilized as a
testbed, identifying multiple bridges, producing documentation, developing a
database for bridge models, and proposing an updating framework for bridge
monitoring using smartphone accelerometers. The results of implementing the
proposed framework on twenty bridges, primarily historical, show that monitoring
based on smartphone accelerometers can aid FE model calibration and reliability
estimations based on developed fragility curves. Eventually, reliability estimations
can serve the stakeholders for better-informed decision-making, with a minimal
investment in instrumentation and labor according to the proposed methodology.
Keywords: Bridge Dynamics, Smartphone Sensors, Finite Element Model Updating,
Reliability Estimation, Seismic Performance Assessment.
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ÖZ

YAPI ESASLI KARAR VERME MEKANİZMALARI İÇİN MOBİL VE
AKILLI TEKNOLOJİLERLE KÖPRÜ SONLU ELEMAN
MODELLERİNİN GÜNCELLENMESİ
Ramadan, Wasim
Yüksek Lisans, Sürdürülebilir Çevre ve Enerji Sistemleri Programı
Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. Öğr. Üyesi Ali Atashbar Orang
Ortak Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. Ekin Özer

Temmuz 2021, 319 sayfa

İnşaat yapılarının depremler altındaki mekanik davranışını anlamak, inşaat ve yapı
mühendisliğinde her zaman temel bir problem olmuştur. Diğer birçok disiplinin
aksine, inşaat yapılarının deneysel modellemesi ölçek boyutu, zaman kısıtlamaları
ve finansal sınırlamalar nedeniyle zahmetlidir. Bu nedenlerden dolayı, yapısal
dinamikler üzerindeki birincil çabalar, sonlu elemanlar (SE) yöntemi üzerine inşa
edilen teorik modellerle ve gelişmiş sensör ağlarına sahip yapısal sağlık izleme (YSİ)
sistemleriyle ilgilenir. Bununla birlikte, SE çözümleri modelleme hatalarını
içerirken, geleneksel YSİ'nin maliyeti yüksektir ve uygulanması zordur. Mobil
algılama paradigmasındaki teknolojik yenilik, akıllı telefonlardaki gömülü
ivmeölçerler lehine yavaş yavaş yüksek maliyetli YSİ sistemlerinin yerini
almaktadır. Dahası, teorik ve ölçüm temelli yaklaşımların bir kombinasyonu, gerçeği
temsil eden daha güvenilir bir SE modeline sahip olmak bağlamında doğruluğu
artırabilir. Bu nedenle, araştırma ekipmanı maliyetini düşürerek ve saha
kalibrasyonu ile köprü modellerini güçlendirerek, kritik yapılarda afete hazırlığın
iyileştirilmesini bekleyebiliriz. Bu çalışma, köprü keşif süreçlerini akıllı telefon
sensör desteği ile uyarlayarak akıllı ve sürdürülebilir altyapı için yenilikçi bir
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mühendislik mekaniği çerçevesi sunmaktadır. Bu araştırmada, Kuzey Kıbrıs
ulaştırma ağı, birden fazla köprüyü tanımlayan, dokümantasyon üreten, köprü
modelleri için bir veri tabanı geliştiren ve akıllı telefon ivmeölçerler kullanarak
köprü izleme için bir güncelleme çerçevesi öneren bir test ortamı olarak
kullanılmıştır. Önerilen çerçevenin yirmi köprü üzerinde uygulanmasının sonuçları,
esasen tarihsel olarak, akıllı telefon ivmeölçerlerine dayalı izlemenin, gelişmiş
kırılganlık eğrilerine dayalı FE modeli kalibrasyonuna ve güvenilirlik tahminlerine
yardımcı olabileceğini göstermektedir. Sonunda, güvenilirlik tahminleri paydaşlara
önerilen metodolojiye göre enstrümantasyona ve işgücüne minimum yatırımla daha
iyi bilgilendirilmiş karar verme için hizmet edebilir.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Köprü Dinamiği, Akıllı Telefon Sensörleri, Sonlu Eleman Model
Güncelleme, Güvenirlik Tahmini, Sismik Performans Belirlem
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CHAPTER 1

1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Overview

Bridges are one of the critical components in transportation networks. They enhance
accessibility to different areas, crucial for materials and goods transportation, and
are essential in reducing travel time, while some represent historical value. During
bridge service time, they continuously go under dead and live loads and other
extreme loads, such as earthquakes or floods. These loads accelerate the aging
mechanism combined with sudden events, leading to severe deterioration and
imposing risks such as collapse or losing serviceability and reducing the network's
overall reliability. Thus, bridge performance evaluation and reliability estimation,
especially under seismic hazards, must be carried out. To ensure that in case of
disastrous events, essential needs such as transporting goods, materials, and
evacuation of citizens can be done without any disruptions due to connection failure
in the transportation system. The network functionality must be ensured such that
post-event operations can remain unchanged if not disrupted, with as little impact as
possible.
Traditionally, damage detection is performed either using non-destructive testing
(NDT) methods such as radiography and ultrasonic or visual inspection. The
methods used in NDT are considered very efficient in mechanics such as aeronautics
and automotive as they are local methods. Meaning that prior knowledge about
damage location is required and therefore inappropriate for damage detection in large
structures due to the associated high costs and practical limits.
On the other hand, visual inspection has been practiced for a long time, sometimes
at routine intervals and sometimes following a high-intensity event. Visual
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inspection provides qualitative and descriptive information in most cases and
necessitates various items of inspection costs. It requires highly skilled human
resources for especially for large complex structures and such technique becomes
inapplicable when damage is not visible or structural elements of interest are
inaccessible.
For these reasons, structural health monitoring (SHM) in the past four decades has
risen in the civil engineering field and improved significantly with the help of smart
sensors and computers, driven by continuous advances in technology. As a result,
evaluating a large number of bridges different in size and complexity became
possible, but at high monitoring cost. However, researchers (Zhao et al., 2015; Feng
et al., 2015; Ozer, 2016; Matarazzo et al., 2017) have started testing smartphone
devices for SHM purposes, as it holds high potential in providing the necessary data
required to understand the condition of monitored infrastructures better.
Their findings showed that embedded sensors in a smartphone, such as an
accelerometer, gyroscope, Global Positioning System (GPS), can provide essential
data, that highly qualified dedicated SHM sensors for a specific structure provide as
well. However, at a lower cost but with lower precision. When combined with
reconnaissance visits, finite element (FE) models can be created and updated via
smartphone data to represent the bridge’s condition as accurately as possible. These
FE models can be used for further analyses, which would lead to risk assessment and
reliability estimations. Therefore, as a result, decisions such as retrofitting, rerouting,
or demolishing, can be taken before and after earthquake events occur, potentially
saving lives and reducing associated losses.

1.2

Motivation

Damage assessment of bridges using smartphone sensors can significantly reduce
the monitoring or installation costs and time expenditure. Such an in-hand device
allows us to monitor multiple bridges in a region, leading to prolonged infrastructure
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serviceability in global scales. Besides, researchers interested in SHM but do not
have access to high-quality/dedicated sensors can benefit from the smartphone-based
SHM roadmap. Thus, smartphone devices can pave the way, leading to more
practical and scalable monitoring methods that can evolve in a short period.
Moreover, using such a non-destructive method to evaluate physical property
changes would save time and effort. Hence, it helps develop more reliable
mathematical models, so analyses can be carried out to simulate structural behavior
under various loads and provide more accurate results. Finally, the SHM field, in
general, can contribute significantly to sustainability in various ways. SHM can
reduce loss of structures or the material required to maintain serviceability conditions
under natural hazards because the monitoring process keeps authorities and
engineers aware of the health level or reliability of such infrastructure.

1.3

Objectives

The primary interest of this study falls in calibrating FE models using smartphone
data to represent existing deteriorating bridges located in the western region of
Northern Cyprus. The updated models are then used to conduct nonlinear time
history analysis (NLTHA) based on scaled earthquake events in the Eastern
Mediterranean region. The results can be eventually used to develop fragility curves
to estimate the reliability of each studied bridge under seismic intensity. This study
proposes an innovative and novel framework for monitoring bridges based on
smartphone accelerometer data. What has been briefly discussed in this introduction,
will be applied by extensively studying 20 identified bridges in this region.
The objectives of this thesis can be summarized as:
1- Digitize in-field collected documentation related to bridges
2- Propose and implement a systematic framework with the state-of-the-art FE
model calibration of bridges and reliability estimation using the smartphone
accelerometers, as shown in Figure 1.1.
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3- Estimate reliability of such bridges based on analysis conducted on calibrated
FE models.

1.4

Contributions and Study Organization

The significant contribution of this study is that no prior case studies have been
conducted on bridges located in Northern Cyprus. No studies considered an
extensive bridge network-scale or provided a systematic scheme in the literatue,
consisting of FE calibration and reliability estimation based on vibration-based SHM
using smartphone accelerometers. However, there has not been any systematic
scheme presented in the literature to use the smartphone in SHM that leads to
calibration of FE models and reliability estimation. Moreover, calibration for FE
models of a masonry arch and RC (hybrid) bridge has not been studied. Besides,
there is no large-scale study on short-span RC bridges. Therefore, there is a need to
develop a novel systematic framework to calibrate FE models in the region and
consider irregular cases of bridges, as mentioned above. The high costs associated
with typical instruments may deter monitoring of these critical bridges altogether.
However, embedded accelerometers in the smartphones can make it possible to
monitor several bridges at a minimal cost. It ensures the sustainability of such
bridges, as such monitoring procedure is non-destructive, does not cause network
disruption as other monitoring techniques might do. Lastly, this study can be
extended to cover the risk associated with other hazards such as floods since Cyprus
has been prone to damaging floods in the past decades. The calibrated FE models
and proposed framework are flexible in considering different kinds of hazards.
The aforementioned objectives and contributions of this study are explored and
covered in the following chapters and their supporting appendices:
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to this study, a comprehensive literature review
of SHM, FE model updating, seismic reliability estimation, and smartphone usage
verification in SHM.
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Chapter 2 presents the reconnaissance and digital transformation of identified
bridges in the western region of Northern Cyprus. Next, it shows verification of
smartphone accelerometers using a steel frame and a shaking table. Lastly, it
describes the tests adapted to collect structural responses by acceleration means,
under both ambient and forced vibrations.
Chapter 3 shows the signal processing tools used on acquired vibrational data to
identify bridges’ spectral features. It describes issues related to digital signal
processing and their solutions. Finally, it provides and reports results related to the
first modal frequency for each identified bridge.
Chapter 4 explains the FE methods used to represent each bridge mathematically.
Includes a verification of implemented FE methods and a comparison between two
FE modeling and analysis tools. Moreover, it introduces the updating processes for
identifying each bridge’s stiffness by relying on modal analysis and utilizing the
spectral features obtained from signal processing. The analysis and its outcomes
were reported considering three boundary conditions for each bridge.
Chapter 5 explains the non-linearity concept adapted in the updated FE models
related to concentrated plasticity using rotational springs. It presents the ground
motion (GM) records based on previous earthquakes near Cyprus. It also shows the
scaling procedure for such GMs to generate artificially strong GMs for non-linear
time history analysis (NLTHA) to develop fragility curves. Finally, it briefly presents
overall ductility demand results obtained from conducting NLTHA based on uniform
excitation.
Chapter 6 presents the reliability estimation briefly and how the fragility curves are
developed based on ductility demand outcomes from NLTHA. It is used to explain
the probability of damageability at different Peak Ground Accelerations (PGA) for
each bridge.
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Chapter 7 concludes the contributions and findings of this study, limitations, and
recommendations. Nevertheless, it attempts to suggest a remedy for bridges at risk
of damage.
Lastly, in addition to all chapters, supplementary files have been provided for some
chapters. Appendix A shows 3D models of all identified and studied bridges for
visualization and structural layout development using TEKLA Structures software
(Trimble, 2019). Appendix B provides the detailed structural layouts based on infield inspections for FE modeling. Appendix C shows figures of collected
acceleration data and their results after processing the signal using four different
digital signal processing MATLAB tools. Appendix D gives the sections of each
bridge deck with minimum reinforcement and moment-curvature results using
SAP2000. Appenddix E provides a close up view on the fragility curves of bridges
which have a probability of failure. Information in appendices is intended to be used
as supporting documents, and further studies can be built on such materials. Figure
1.2 presents the methodological flowchart summarizing the thesis.
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Figure 1.1. Framework of FE model's calibration using smartphones
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Figure 1.2. Overall study flow
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1.5

1.5.1

Literature Review

Structural Health Monitoring

Doebling et al. (1996) conducted a thorough review of SHM strategies and
implementations until 1996. SHM research aims to identify, localize, assess, and
classify structural damage as demonstrated by variations in measured vibration
response to structures. Traditional procedures such as visual inspection and regional
experimental methods may be substituted or at least supplemented with global
developments in SHM systems as these strategies advance. They presented a scheme
involving a sequential procedure such as damage detection, location, and severity, to
estimate the remaining life of the monitored structure. It has been argued that
automation, rather than engineering decision and computational models, should be
the primary aim, focusing on nonlinear techniques. As in other engineering applied
areas, if the focus on previous research results or analytical models is avoided, much
broader progress can be achieved.
Furthermore, the uncertainty about the number and position of sensors should be
eliminated, and measurement sensitivity to modal characteristics should be revealed.
Lastly, real-world structures and field experiments in an operational environment are
encouraged. Nonetheless, several surveys have shown that SHM is a promising topic
for the future of civil engineering, with the potential to lead to the efficient and
healthy use of structure.
Sohn et al. (2003) referred to the review done by Doebling et al. (1996) and reviewed
what has been completed in the SHM field since then, till 2001, as a continuation of
the previous work. They began their review by defining the SHM as a statistical
pattern recognition paradigm, and their review has included "operational
evaluation," "data acquisition, fusion and cleansing," "feature extraction," and
"statistical modeling for feature discrimination." Lastly, the remaining issues, which
have been discussed in the previous review, are outlined, where damage
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identification requires an analytical model before that. In most cases, if models exist,
they are made based on assumptions, and they are full of uncertainties. Moreover,
the techniques validated in laboratory were questioned, as they were not validated
in-field. Since there are variations in environment and operational conditions, more
research is demanded to validate such techniques on existing structures.
Salawu (1997) made a comprehensive review explaining how damage can be
detected through vibrations by detecting the change in natural frequency based on
periodical measuring. Since this diagnostic parameter is considerably cheap to
acquire, and susceptible to damage in a structural system, it had been chosen for
damage detection. He discussed the relationship between the change in the
fundamental frequency and damage. For instance, dynamic tests were conducted on
two different bridge models of 1/7 in scale. Results show a linear decrease of 40%
and 75% for each of the models, in the natural frequency as the damage progresses.
Moreover, results indicated that change in the frequency is susceptible to decrease
because of support failure, cracks progression, and internal damage, based on
dynamic test results conducted on full-scale bridges.
Furthermore, they discussed different methods used in the state-of-the-art
approaches for detecting and localizing damage, based on changes in the
fundamental frequency. Lastly, the factors limiting damage detection based on this
diagnostic parameter were discussed, such as the minimum number of tests required
to observe the change at different periods of time. Besides, consideration of testing
procedure, consistency, and testing equipment.
Carden & Fanning (2004) reviewed vibration-based monitoring advances, focusing
on structural engineering applications. According to them, most of the literature
related to infrastructures is focusing on bridges. Moreover, extraction of structure's
time history response can be achieved using various sensors such as accelerometers,
as mentioned in their article. Moreover, since most of the data acquired are in the
time domain, it can be converted using Fourier transformation to alter from time to
frequency domain. Further analysis leads to modal domains and generating more sets
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of data. Furthermore, they have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of both
solutions. Lastly, it was found that most of the literature is focusing more on modal
domain-based methods, because the early literature has focus on modal domain, and
because the modal frequencies and shapes can be easily interpreted.
Spencer et al. (2004) have provided a brief introduction to smart sensors in SHM
using vibration monitoring. This technology can change the monitoring
infrastructures completely, as they described. They identified some of the
opportunities and challenges facing the implementation of this technology.
Observing or controlling any dangerous behavior by bridges can indicate damages,
which provides early warning to take the required action, which results in preserving
human lives, increasing safety, reducing repair costs, and time before the structure
reaches the limit state. They pointed out the issues that must be considered for future
usage, from both hardware and software points of view, such as “data acquisition,”
“synchronization,” “limited memory” related to hardware, and “distributed
computational approach,” and “agent-based framework” as software issues.
Farrar et al. (2006) discussed the concept of damage prognosis (DP) in SHM. The
DP problem is defined by answering the following questions 1- the loading
conditions causing damage, 2- which techniques should be used in assessing and
quantifying damage, 3- what is the goal of such prognosis after damage assessment.
They discussed the possible impact of emerging technologies enhancing the DP
process. Some of those are, the sensory system for damage measurement, verification
and validation of models, and DP leading to decision-making based on reliability
analysis. They have pinpointed that the future of this technology would be developed
by multidisciplinary research. Lastly, they have concluded that global SHM will
slightly improve in the future, as it is a highly complex field.
Lynch & Loh (2006) reviewed the improvements throughout the years in wireless
sensors and their networks dedicated to SHM. The interest in adopting this sensing
technology for SHM increased because it has a lower installation cost than wired
ones. For instance, it was reported in the previous literature that one sensing channel
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costs approximately $5000 (Celebi, 2002), and considering the Tsing Ma suspension
bridge in Hong Kong, which was equipped with 350 sensing channels, the cost was
estimated to exceed $8 million (Farrar, 2001). In this case, it is proven that the cost
can increase significantly as the number of channels increases, according to them.
Moreover, they have found that wireless sensors can play an essential role in
processing data related to structural response, where damages can be identified. They
have addressed both the advantages and disadvantages of using wireless sensors.
Lastly, they have acknowledged that wireless sensors can be used as an effective tool
for SHM.

1.5.2

Finite Element Model Updating

Brownjohn et al. (2003) proved that identifying dynamic structural parameters is
applicable by combining analytical and experimental results and updating the FE
model, making it more realistic for representing such a structure. As mentioned in
their case study, assessing a bridge with an upgraded support from bearing simply
supported to nominal fully fixed and changing the FE model's boundary conditions
has shown an increase in the natural frequency of the bridge by 50%. Where such an
increase in the bridge's natural frequency means a significant increase in the bridge's
stiffness, meaning higher load capacity. As mentioned in their article, such a
procedure can assess the capacity of similar cases or other structures.
Teughels and De Roeck (2003) stated that when damage (i.e. cracks) exists in
structural elements, it affects the bridge's overall performance because the stiffness
properties are reduced. Therefore, affecting its dynamic behavior, which also would
be reflected in the modal paramters of the structure. They discussed that FE model
updating process can be achieved by adjusting the stiffness of the individual
elements, leading to a good match between the modal parameters achieved from the
numerical model and the measured ones from the structure. Moreover, they
demonstrated an improved updating procedure theoretically based on using damage
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functions and a trust-region approach and applied it on a three-span prestressed
concrete bridge.
Jaishi and Ren (2005) have proposed a user-friendly approach to update a FE model
based on ambient vibrations experimentally obtained results. The FE model can be
updated in a practical way to identify the dynamic characteristics of a structure. They
have demonstrated that the deviation between the experimentally obtained structural
dynamics and the one from the FE model made upon assumptions can have a good
match. That is done by creating an objective function that plays a vital role in the
updating process, as they have stated. Furthermore, to prove their argument, they
have proposed two case studies. At first, the FE model of a beam is modeled to
develop the objective function and then be implemented in the second case. Later, a
real existing bridge is referred and its FE model is updated through ambient vibration
tests. The objective function is used to update the FE model created initially for the
actual bridge. By carrying out the eigenvalue sensitivity approach, one can know
which parameters are sensitive and should be used in the objective function for FE
model updating.
Gentile (2006) used peak picking and enhanced frequency domain decomposition
methods to identify uncertain parameters assumed in his FE model of a multispanned arched RC bridge built in the 1950s. He approached the updating process
by making use of the ambient vibrations recorded by accelerometers covering the
spans. A good match in terms of dynamic characteristics between the theoretical
model and the existing bridge had been achieved after updating. Lastly, he approved
that such an approach would lead to a more reliable FE model to evaluate overall
safety under operational loads.
Bayraktar et al. (2009) presented a case study on a two-span masonry arch bridge
located in Rize, Turkey, constructed in the 19th century. They have created a FE
model based on assumptions such as material characteristics and boundary
conditions. Moreover, they used modal analysis on the FE model to identify the
bridge’s initial dynamic characteristics. After that, they have conducted ambient
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vibration tests, excited naturally, which would reveal the mode shapes, natural
frequencies, and damping ratios of the structure just by its response—measured by
accelerometer devices distributed throughout the bridge. Their case study had used
multiple accelerometers on the longest span of the two spans bridge. They, then,
carried out operational modal analysis using peak picking and stochastic subspace
identification methods in the frequency domain and time domain, respectively. They
experimentally obtained the bridge’s dynamic characteristics, which later used the
experimental results to update their FE model by minimizing the differences between
the natural frequencies and the mode shapes between the mathematical model and
the experimental ones. They have minimized the difference from 18% (non-updated
model) to 7% (updated model) by changing the boundary conditions.
Mottershead et al. (2011) discussed that, even though FE modeling is sophisticated,
it does not meet the real applications. Modifying such models requires adjusting the
initial assumptions set in the modeling phase and structural parameters, as they
stated. Conventionally, adjusting or updating was done in a trial and error approach,
but it is considered a time-consuming approach. Moreover, since computational
procedures have advanced, hence became time-efficient, that made it an alternative
method, according to them. Furthermore, they discussed the "sensitivity method"
used in the FE model updating. They described it as the most efficient method that
utilizes vibration data acquired from tests, which has shown effectiveness in largescale engineering-related problems. They have provided a glance at the
computational part behind model updating and provided an example of the updating
procedure of a helicopter airframe. Lastly, they have briefly discussed the newly
developed methods in updating from the literature, such as "model updating in
damage detection," model updating by using full-field vibration data," "stochastic
model updating," and "non-linear model updating."
Foti et al. (2012) have demonstrated the updating process of a FE model by
conducting analytical and experimental approaches to obtain the natural frequencies
and mode shapes of a historic tower. The process was done by decreasing the error
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between the natural frequency obtained from the FE model and the operational modal
analysis by changing both moduli of elasticity and densities in a specified location
on the tower. Also, they have chosen a windy day to apply the experimental method
to sense the dynamic behavior of the tower with the accelerometers. Moreover, they
have emphasized the importance of choosing the initial parameters to update the FE
model, with a reasonable assumption of the initial values.
Ribeiro et al. (2012) identified the dynamic characteristics of a railway bridge from
ambient vibrations based on enhanced frequency domain decomposition. They were
able to calibrate the FE model representing the bridge using an algorithm that led to
finding the optimal values of fifteen parameters of the numerical model. More
importantly, they have validated their FE model using an ultrasonic-based test to
feature the concrete modulus of deformability. Besides, a dynamic test under railway
traffic is conducted using LDTVs measuring the displacements and accelerometers
measuring accelerations to validate the FE model dynamic analysis results. Their
findings showed an excellent match between numerical and experimental results.
Friswell & Mottershead (2013) have discussed the issues related to updating FE
models based on assumptions and uncertainties by using vibration data acquired
from structure’s response during tests. They addressed how improvements in
computers led to a higher speed in solving matrices and creating FE models for a
better design paradigm. Moreover, they have discussed how test results can lead to
adjusting or updating FE models to achieve the same response or match modal
parameters such as natural frequency and mode shapes in some cases. Furthermore,
according to their findings, if the model was successfully improved, then locating
damages in the structure might be possible. Moreover, they have discussed the
importance of choosing the updating parameters and the problems associated with
selecting these parameters. Furthermore, they have discussed different kinds of
model updating methods, such as direct methods and methods based on eigenvalues
and eigenvectors' sensitivity. Lastly, they have provided a case study of updating a
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numerical model of a multi-degree-of-freedom system and provided a
comprehensive review and recommendations for various updating methods.
Özer and Soyöz (2015) presented damage detection study, where a RC bridge of two
spans was imposed to ground motions and white noise excitations in a laboratory.
Equipped with accelerometers over its two spans and three columns at 11 different
locations, the objective was to measure the structure's response as it goes through
different damage states. Moreover, they have compared the FE model results
representing the structure and the updated one after such excitations and stiffness
calibration process. Their findings showed a damage detection framework based on
vibrations and performance assessment under seismic activities. They have also
shown that as the damage progresses, the damping ratio of the structure increases,
which is an important indication for damage progression, according to them.

1.5.3

Seismic Performance and Reliability Estimation

1.5.3.1

Seismic Performance Evaluation

Code, T.E. (2007) described the methodology used for evaluating existing buildings
in a seismic zone. As specified, it is crucial to gather information related to the
evaluated building, such as structural elements, size, details, material characteristics.
According to the confidence levels (limited, moderate, comprehensive), knowing
this information depends on the existence of previous documents (drawings, lab tests
on materials, etc.). For instance, if a reinforced building reinforcement, concrete
class, and boundary conditions are not identifiable by inspection, fieldwork is
required to identify geometrical and material aspects. Moreover, reinforcement
details are assumed to meet minimum requirements considering the date of
construction, material characteristics found by samples taken from the existing
building (minimum two samples).
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In addition, verification of reinforcement class by visual examination and marking
of corroded parts in a structural element is suggested. Moreover, the corrosion effect
is taken into consideration when the capacity of a structural element is calculated.
Furthermore, damage limits in structural elements are classified into three
conditions, "minimum damage limit" where the material behavior is elastic, "safety
limit" where the material behavior is beyond elasticity, and "collapsing limit" is
beyond plastic behavior. In conclusion, the methodology specified by the code can
mainly be applied to bridges to evaluate their performance
In AASHTO (2018) manual, the performance evaluation process was introduced step
by step to successfully develop required inspection documentation for finding the
load capacity of a bridge. The process had been divided into eight sections as
specified by the manual. Important points are mentioned in short. First, the
applicability of the evaluation process is on bridges with a length of more than 20 ft
(6.1m), located on public roads as specified in National Bridge Inspection Standards.
Second, to ensure the quality and high accuracy of the evaluation process, both
quality control and quality assurance must occur. Third, general file documentations
related to bridges are, 1) any documents related to structural elements geometry, such
as structural drawings and sketches, 2) clear approach in labeling the elements
inspected, 3) photographs for the bridge, top, side, and bottom views, and 4)
consideration of any damage. Lastly, field inspection information consists of 1) a
short description of individual elements, rated out of five, 2) field sketches or
photographs showing each element individually and more detailed for damages or
deteriorated parts of the structural elements, 3) include a final drawing of the bridge
showing the early condition of the bridge as it was constructed, and 4) traffic
information such as number and type of vehicles crossing the bridge. Lastly, the
weight-in-motion of vehicles would lead to bridge load factors.
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1.5.3.2

Reliability Estimation

In FEMA 356 (2000), reliability estimation is considered based on ductility demand,
classified for the examined structural elements or parts of RC buildings based on the
flexural deformations or rotations. The ductility demand is classified into three
classes, by considering the maximum value of the ductility demand. If the maximum
value is less than 2, it is considered low, between 2 and 4, moderate, and above 4,
high ductility demand. And based on that, the reliability of such a structure is
estimated.
Ozer & Soyoz (2015) tested and presented a methodology for reliability estimation
by utilizing system identification of bridges by the vibrational response. A RC bridge
equipped on top of three shaking tables was tested in a laboratory, acquiring its
vibrational data using accelerometers for progressive damage assessment as the
intensity of ground motions increases, generated by shaking tables. According to
their findings, fragility curves developed based on structural responses help quantify
the remaining capacity. Lastly, they emphasized the importance of the identification
of structural parameters, in particular, stiffness and damping, to better estimate the
remaining serviceability and assess post-event damage.
Ozer et al. (2015) used multivariate stochastic approaches, for reliability estimations
of bridge infrastructures, by determining spectral characteristics obtained from
structural response due to multi-support excitations. By testing a RC bridge model
in the lab, excited by three shaking tables, they investigated the effect of multisupport excitations along with SHM on the assessment of the bridge’s structural
reliability. According to their findings, multi-support excitations in different bedrock
depths showed less reliability compared to uniform excitations. Therefore, such
evaluation is essential in reliability estimation. Moreover, reliability estimations
were found to be lower when they are based on updated FE models compared to nonupdated ones.
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Melchers & Beck (2018) provided a comprehensive review on reliability prediction
and estimation of structures. The interest in this area is increasing, especially when
data-based risk assessment for such structural systems is required. To define
structural reliability, they have introduced "the limit state" concept that shows how
the structure is damaged or unsafe. Moreover, they have reviewed the classical
measuring factors in exceeding the limit state, such as a factor of safety, load factor
and, the potential inclusion of "limit state design." Furthermore, they have
emphasized that safety measures are based on those definitions. After covering the
theoretical background of reliability estimation, they provided the analytical and
computational approaches.

1.5.4

Smartphone Sensor Verification Studies

1.5.4.1

Lab Verification

Yu et al. (2012, July) introduced and validated a new idea of using smartphone in
SHM. By using the embedded sensor gyroscope in the smartphone, data is collected
by a mobile application. Moreover, the experimental approach uses a swinging
pendulum verifying the capability of the smartphone results compared with a
wireless inclinometer, which measures the angle changes of the pendulum.
Smartphone results showed a good match with the ones obtained from the
inclinometer in the time domain. Moreover, such an approach in SHM by using
smartphones can be described as "mini-SHM," according to them.
Feng et al. (2015) have carried out a great experimentation setup which was used to
verify the precision and accuracy of accelerometers in smartphone and representing
the first step in "Citizen Sensor." Their article scrutinized embedded accelerometer
in smartphone for measuring structure vibrations, where SHM can be carried on from
such data collection, as mentioned. The verification method they have used in their
article consisted of using three different smartphones and one high-quality reference
sensor. All these instruments went through three different tests. First, used a small
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shaking table. Second, masonry column model on a large shaking table, and lastly,
an existing bridge. The comparison was made in both frequency and time domains,
and a good match between the smartphones and the reference sensor was found.
Hence, justifying the capabilities in smartphones to be used in SHM and encouraging
others to do more research on "Citizen Sensor" according to them.
Yu et al. (2015) contributed more to the validation of smartphone sensor usage for
SHM purposes. They have demonstrated in their article the feasibility of using
smartphones in SHM through experimental results. A test was carried in a laboratory
to verify the accelerometer precision by a shaking table and a steel frame. Moreover,
a cable force test was performed in a laboratory and on an actual existing bridge. The
test is performed based on vibration method. Vibration data was collected by
smartphone accelerometer and comparing the results with two reference sensors,
equipped on the cable. Furthermore, the results of both sensors were very similar
according to their findings.
Zhao et al. (2016), because of the high importance of bridges, they have emphasized
in their article the importance of developing "quick SHM." Such methodology is
needed because installed sensors in the bridge can easily be destroyed after such a
disaster, requiring robust, quick technique to evaluate and assess the safety of such
a bridge is essential, as they mentioned. In their paper, they have presented a
technique using smartphones on major components of a cable-stayed bridge to verify
the reliability of smartphones in the SHM field. Moreover, the verification of
smartphone usage was carried out by two methods. First, they have proposed
"Vision-based cable force measurement" and then compared its results with another
test on the cable model. Second, they obtained vibration responses of the bridge by
using smartphones and compared the outputs with another test carried out by using
dedicated sensors in both frequency and time domains. And they have achieved good
matching in methodologies where their tests also have shown the "feasibility,"
"accuracy," and "reliability" of smartphone-based SHM, according to them.
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Ozer & Feng (2016) presented a paradigm to crowdsourcing-based SHM using
smartphones as vibration data acquiring devices as an extensive wireless sensor
network. According to them, this can be applied using a decentralized system,
allowing the citizens to be involved in the monitoring process that starts with data
sensing and recording. Furthermore, they have discussed the issues of involving
citizens inexperienced with vibration-based SHM, such as device mobility, which
introduces uncertainty to the vibrational data acquired in both time and space
domains, which influence SHM results. As a solution, they presented signal to
power conversion method to eliminate the temporal differences in the vibrational
data by crowdsourcing, and they have shown how to synthesize both location and
vibration data. Also, acquired parameters can be extended to global behavior to
achieve the modal parameters such as natural frequency and mode shapes without
the need for a "centralized data acquisition system,". Lastly, they have validated the
strategy by testing it on a pedestrian bridge with one smartphone, eight locations.
They compared the acquired data with a reference sensor, proving that modal
identification based on a multichannel sensory system can be conducted even if
smartphone limitations and issues exist.

Ozer & Feng (2017) attempted to solve a problem related to crowdsourcing-based
SHM using smartphones. The problem they approach to solve was related to
“citizen-induced” uncertainties. The orientation of the smartphone during the SHM
process was unknown, and they proposed a coordinate transformation procedure to
solve the orientation-related problem. They used the gyroscope, accelerometer, and
magnetometer in smartphone devices to obtain instantaneous orientation from the
heterogeneous data obtained during SHM. Moreover, they illustrated and
experimented with the procedure on a two-degree-of-freedom frame model in a
laboratory and a real bridge. They concluded that the coordinate transformation
procedure could determine the smartphone orientation with respect to the global
coordinate system and vibration data conversion is possible from the sensor’s
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coordinate system into the structural one. They also pointed out that this procedure
is applicable in smartphone-based SHM and other systems as well.
Ozer et al. (2017) have discussed developing a method of using smartphones with
hybrid sensing using the embedded camera and accelerometer to obtain the modal
parameters of a structure from structural responses such as displacement and
acceleration. Furthermore, they have used frequency domain decomposition to
obtain the modal frequencies and mode shapes of a two-degree-of-freedom steel
frame in a laboratory. The smartphones of different cases are compared with
piezoelectric accelerometer and laser vibrometer results (used as reference
instruments). Lastly, the comparison showed less than 1% error, and modal
assurance criteria (MAC) values are approximately equal to 1. Furthermore, the
crowdsensing that they introduced allows monitoring many structures at no cost if
the participant's interest exists, eventually creating a safer environment and
spreading awareness about the structure's health states.
Mei & Gül (2019) proposed a novel framework for damage detection in bridges. This
framework is based on crowdsourcing-based SHM using smartphone devices.
However, the monitoring process is based on passing vehicles on the monitored
bridge. They conducted numerical and lab experiments and compared smartphone
and wireless sensor results used in both experiments. Based on their findings, it is
possible to identify damage using smartphone data acquired from multiple passing
vehicles on the monitored bridge. Lastly, the most significant finding was that such
a framework has the potential for large-scale bridge-network monitoring, which can
be achieved in almost real-time, as they stated.
Kong et al. (2018) presented the usage of smartphones in SHM related to buildings.
They tested the smartphone accelerometer by measuring local earthquakes excited
by the "Synchronized vibration generator" installed on top of the building and
compared its results with previously installed sensors within the building that they
have tested. They obtained a good match between phase and amplitude after
obtaining the building displacement from the smartphone, where the data recorded
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is double integrated. By stacking more smartphones for data acquisition, improved
the "signal-to-noise ratio," according to them. Lastly, their test results have
demonstrated smartphone sensors’ capability to obtain both fundamental
translational and torsional frequencies and displacements from higher stories in the
building excited by "small local earthquakes."

1.5.4.2

Field Verification

Min et al. (2015) have used a smartphone as a non-contact and real-time sensor via
its embedded camera to obtain the displacement response of structures through a
smartphone application. They have developed and validated the capability of the
smartphone by comparing the results with a laser displacement sensor. Moreover,
the motive behind such a study is that conventional SHM lacks real-time
displacement monitoring since they describe the methodology as "difficult." They
emphasized that structures having a long period can be monitored using cameras of
30 to 60 frames per second. They mentioned that a higher frame rate is an essential
factor in monitoring smaller size structures with lower vibrating periods or shorter
bridge spans.
Furthermore, they have developed an image filter application for the IOS platform,
increasing the camera frame rate to reach 120 fps. They have used a color-based
tracking method since it is efficient in image processing, as they described. Lastly,
they tested their application, compared the results with the reference sensor, and
observed a satisfying match.
Ozer et al. (2015) introduced a novel platform for SHM by integrating different
smartphone sensors, the web, and crowdsourcing. They developed an iOS
application for SHM based on crowdsourcing using smartphones and upload
acquired vibration data to a server. After that, a web-based platform handles the
vibration data, processes it, and provides useful information such as modal properties
of the structure, which is a key part of vibration-based monitoring. Moreover, they
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tested their integrated system on a real-bridge structure, and they successfully
identified modal properties based on acquired vibration data, as their findings agreed
with a reference system. Furthermore, they discussed the effects of citizen-induced
uncertainties and the coupling condition of the smartphone. Later on, they considered
the biomechanical effect of citizen-induced uncertainty for SHM using smartphone
devices under different postures and activities i.e. walking, standing, sitting, during
monitoring, and provided a remedy (Ozer & Feng, 2017).
Castellanos et al. (2016) have estimated the operational frequencies of more than 300
bridges using smartphones based on operational vibrations. Such frequencies are
essential compared to past or future frequencies of such a bridge in case of any
change. Hence, be informed if the monitored structure faces deterioration due to
environmental conditions or damage due to dynamic loads from passing vehicles.
They have verified the accelerometer in smartphones on a shaking table and a testbed
footbridge by comparing smartphones' output with a reference sensor. They then
experimented with estimating operational frequencies of more than 300 bridges by
ambient vibration tests. They obtained the acceleration data by using different
smartphones and then processed the data in the frequency domain. They have
correlated the results with the longest span of the bridge and compared it with the
one suggested in the literature. Lastly, they have concluded that smartphone usage is
feasible in SHM and can be suitable as an alternative for other techniques.
McGetrick et al. (2017) have explored the potential of smartphone incorporation in
drive-by SHM for transportation infrastructures such as bridges and road pavement
to have an idea about the deterioration level and ease decision making to extend the
life expectancy of such infrastructure if required at lower costs. They tested the
smartphone capability to identify "pavement features," bridge expansion joints," and
bridge frequency by driving a two-axle vehicle, equipped with two reference sensors,
accelerometer and "Leica Global Navigation Satellite System GNSS receiver," and
two smartphones with an application for the global positioning system. They
provided a comparison in both accuracy and cost terms. They reported that
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smartphones in drive-by are approximately 1% of professional reference devices cost
that they utilized. Adding to that, the accuracy of the results indicated the feasibility
of using smartphones in drive-by monitoring.
Zhao et al. (2018) presented crowdsensing for infrastructure safety by using
smartphones and described their monitoring method as "Urban Sensing." According
to them, the monitoring process requires smartphones to collect vibration data
through an application they have designed called "Urban Safety." Once the user
transfers the data to the server, the data is optimized to extract useful information.
Moreover, they have verified the applicability of their proposed idea by experiments,
including "displacement monitoring," "bridge cable acceleration measurements,"
and "image collection of the DLUT campus building." The experiments proved the
feasibility of crowdsensing using smartphones and their applications, leading to a
safer environment and important in the post-disaster structural assessment, as they
claimed. Lastly, they suggested that further studies be carried out on artificial
intelligence dealing with big urban data.
Sony et al. (2019) reviewed the new technology’s potential in SHM such as
smartphones, drones, low-cost, high-resolution cameras, and robotic sensors by
reviewing 140 articles covering smart sensing technology. This smart sensing
technology can assess the health of structures by collecting vibration data and
analyzing it, where the majority of infrastructures face various kinds of natural
excitations, as mentioned. Moreover, they have briefly discussed the disadvantages
of using the conventional "contact-based wired sensors" in vibration-based SHM.
Furthermore, they have presented smart sensing methods in the literature, mostly
including applications close to SHM. Lastly, they have compared both contact-based
wired sensors and wireless ones based on their literature and found that wireless
sensors have a great potential in SHM. However, it was concluded that it requires
validation for monitoring large civil structures under different weather cases. They
have discussed the other limitations, such as data transmission and synchronization
in a time frame.
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Alavi & Buttlar (2019) discussed smartphone sensing capability and their possibility
of serving in SHM, based on reviewed papers. As smartphones can be part of the
smart cities in the following years, research has focused on their sensing capabilities
to benefit from crowdsourcing, where citizens monitor the structures via their smart
devices. They also presented a case study involving smartphones in evaluating
highway pavement that detects potholes using the smartphone's accelerometer sensor
and proved smartphones are sufficient low-cost monitoring devices. Lastly, they
have discussed the limitations, obstacles, and future pathways for civil infrastructural
systems monitoring via smart sensors. Lastly, this paper can be utilized as a
foundation for future research or smart-sensing-based SHM, according to them.
Xie et al. (2019) presented their research results from testing a 3D steel frame,
monitored by smartphone accelerometer and camera. To detect the frame's damage
under several earthquake excitations applied by a shaking table with different
intensities, they compared the smartphone results with two reference sensors
separately. Moreover, the acceleration data was acquired by a smartphone
accelerometer and a reference piezoelectric accelerometer to verify the results. Both
data were analyzed from the horizontal axis on the structure. Furthermore, using a
smartphone camera and a laser displacement sensor, and post-processing data by
image processing technique, they obtained the displacement response. Lastly, their
results have shown the feasibility of smartphones in SHM, as obtained accelerations
well matched the reference sensor with 5% error on average. According to them,
measured displacement showed acceptable results, and further research on a
smartphone camera is suggested to reduce the error in obtained displacement.
Ozer & Feng (2019) presented a new methodology to assess structural reliability
by smartphone wireless sensor networks (WSN), which is accomplished with
multiple participants. The methodology and paradigm they proposed were described
as a cyber-physical system. They demonstrated the process by applying it on a
pedestrian bridge located at Columbia University. FE model for the bridge is created
based on initial assumptions from field measurements and observations since design
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drawings did not exist, as they mentioned. Moreover, acquiring acceleration data
from the crowdsourcing based smartphone WSN and a server unit identifies modal
parameters such as frequencies and mode shapes, afterward, by generating 2700 FE
models with MATLAB's help and updating the FE model, based on initial
assumptions by decreasing the error in modal parameters analytically obtained and
the ones experimentally obtained from the crowdsourcing WSN.
Furthermore, using 151 recorded strong earthquakes, they have conducted NLTHA
to obtain the bridge's structural response, estimating its reliability from displacement
demand distribution. Their work was conducted with the help of the OpenSees
platform and MATLAB. Lastly, they have mentioned that this study would benefit
decision-makers, providing crucial information about the structure's health. This
study has demonstrated a robust methodology that can efficiently serve SHM based
on crowdsourcing using smartphones, an economical and sustainable solution.
Ozer et al. (2020) used smartphone devices as a sensory array for SHM of the Golden
Gate Bridge in the USA. Multiple smartphone devices were distributed over the main
and side spans of the bridge and were used as vibration data acquisition devices
without causing any disruption in traffic flow. Moreover, they adopted asynchronous
and sampling-deficient approaches in extracting modal properties of the bridge.
After collecting and processing the multi-channel data, they compared their findings
with reference ones dating back to 1985 and 2011. The error difference between
smartphone natural frequencies and reference of 2011 showed approximately 0%.
However, they observed that identified frequency was 15% higher than the reference
one of 1985. The increase in frequency indicates that retrofit work may have been
carried out and increased the global stiffness of the bridge. Based on their findings,
even though the data was asynchronous and sampled at different rates due to clock
imperfections, the smartphones delivered satisfactory results showing potential in
SHM as an economic incentive.
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CHAPTER 2

2

2.1

FIELD VISIT AND DATA COLLECTION

Reconnaissance

Since most bridges located in the North-Western part of Cyprus were built in the
1970s, no structural drawings exist, and there is insufficient information about which
building code had been used. Hence, reconnaissance processes are carried out to
create structural layouts so that a FE model can be developed for each bridge, and
further analysis can be conducted. The process initially starts by investigating the
existing bridges by searching on main roads and highways in the North-Western
region of Cyprus. This process resulted in finding 20 bridges in the region,
connecting three cities named Lefke, Guzelyurt, and Girne. Additionally, ten
culverts were found as well, located on main roads, as shown in Figure 2.1. After
that, in-field inspections of each identified bridge are carried out, as shown in Figure
2.1. The inspections are conducted for taking dimensions of various structural
elements of each bridge, such as beams, shear walls, slab, or any other load-carrying
structural elements. The dimensions are taken using either laser rangefinder or
measuring tape, and dimensions are assumed for inaccessible structural elements
based on engineering judgment.
Furthermore, a sketchbook is used to record the dimensions and geometry by hand
drawings, representing each bridge, using front, top, and side view and drawing for
each structural element with its dimensions. These drawings are used to create a
structural layout for each bridge and its FE model, as shown in the following
sections. Lastly, the material is noted, whether the bridge is made of RC, steel,
masonry, or composite material. Boundary conditions are inspected—all in all,
collecting all the necessary information for FE model development. As shown in
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Table 2.1, bridge characteristics, such as location, material, and more, are measured
and recorded. Lastly, Figure 2.2 shows each bridge with its ID number that is
considered in this study.

Figure 2.1. Bridge and culvert in red and purple, respectively, in the North-Western region
of Cyprus, and bridge inspection (Malekloo, 2020).

`
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Table 2.1. Bridge and culvert characteristics.
Bridge (B)
/
Culvert
(C)
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

Latitude

Longitude

Material

35.21744
35.20384
35.20433
35.1876
35.16416
35.15826
35.15404

33.00554
32.99588
32.99363
32.96611
32.90503
32.89753
32.86988

B8
B9
B10

35.14692
35.14155
35.14236

32.84788
32.83515
32.81922

B11
B12
B13
B14
B15

35.14384
35.16752
35.19084
35.19045
35.18865

32.80775
32.73988
32.99632
32.99647
32.99858

B16

35.33711

33.06856

B17
B18
B19
B20
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

35.33767
35.33939
35.35035
35.14236
35.15858
35.16537
35.16755
35.16946
35.17884
35.18446
35.25547
35.27047
35.34406
35.34592

33.06901
33.07089
33.08462
32.81922
32.91844
32.93568
32.9405
32.94488
32.96933
32.99332
33.04088
33.04342
33.07973
33.08115

RC
RC
RC
RC
Masonry
RC
RC
RC and
Steel
RC
RC
RC and
Masonry
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC and
Masonry
RC and
Masonry
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
RC
Masonry
RC
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Number
of Spans

Skewness
(Degrees)

2
10
8
1
9
1
2

Longest
Span
Length
(m)
6.35
10
2.8
2.45
7.6
4.8
7.5

2
3
1

9.75
7.5
3.3

0
0
28

2
3
2
1
1

4.7
7
4
4.7
4.9

26
17
31
40
50

1

4.6

0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

5
6.4
5.5
2.25
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0
36
34
0
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

0
0
20
0
0
0
0

Figure 2.2. Bridge images.
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B11

B12

B13

B14

B15

B16

B17

B18

B19

B20
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Lastly, once all dimensions are taken or assumed (such as slab thickness) in the field
for the structural elements, the structural layout is developed using TEKLA
Structures (Trimble, 2019) for each bridge. In this software, a 3D model based on
each bridge dimensions is created for visualization, as shown in Appendix A, along
with the identified material used for each studied bridge, such as RC, masonry, and
steel. After that, a structural layout is developed for each bridge, showing a front,
top, and a sectional view of the deck. Furthermore, the structural layout is adjusted,
where dimensions are added by using AutoCAD Mechanical software. Appendix B
shows all the structural layouts developed for the previously shown 20 bridges.
It was noticed from field investigations where some bridges had been retrofitted,
such as B15, steel girders were added to increase the load-carrying capacity. Others
had been modified to increase the number of lanes, i.e., B11, B16, and B17. These
one-lane masonry arch bridges in the past are now combined with a RC slab above
the existing masonry part and connected by RC shear walls. Therefore, the capacity
of the bridge has been increased to two lanes.
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2.2

Verification of Smartphone Accelerometers

Before performing vibration measurements with smartphones, it is essential to check
their credibility with a reference, since smartphones are consumer-grade devices, and
they may either have insufficient specifications or the devices might have broken
sensors due to falling. In order to fulfil this requirement, a shake table laboratory
facility at METU was utilized. Two tests are conducted on a two degrees-of-freedom
(DOF) steel frame given in Figure 2.4, with a single axis motion simulator shaking
table with dimensions of 61x46x25.4 cm from QUANSER (QUANSER, 2019), as
shown in Figures 2.5. The tests are conducted to verify the capability of two
smartphone embedded accelerometers compared to reference sensors (Figure 2.3),
with a range of ±49 m/s2 and a sensitivity of 1.0 g/V. Sensors are located at different
story levels, as shown in Figure 2.4, to verify the smartphone accelerometers by
measuring the frame response, excited by different ground motions.

Story 2 reference
sensor

Figure 2.3. Reference accelerometer.

Story 1 reference
sensor

Ground reference
sensor (Under
shaking table)

Figure 2.4. QUANSER single axis
shaking table (QUANSER, 2019).

Figure 2.5. Reference sensors
location.
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2.2.1

Test 1

2.2.1.1

Setup

The smartphones are mounted on each story of the frame. The smartphone model
LG G6+ with an embedded accelerometer model, LGE with a sampling rate of 400
Hz, resolution of 0.002 m/s2, and range of 78.453 m/s2, is mounted on top of story
one as shown in Figure 2.6. On the other hand, the other smartphone Samsung
Galaxy S8 with an accelerometer model LSM6DSL with a sampling rate of 500 Hz,
a resolution of 0.002 m/s2, and a range of 78.453 m/s2 is mounted on top of story
two. Moreover, both reference sensors are located at each story of the steel frame
shown in Figure 2.6.

Story 2 with 500 Hz sampling
rate smartphone
Story 2 reference
sensor

Story 1 with 400 Hz sampling
rate smartphone
Story 1 reference
sensor

Figure 2.6. Instrumentation layout.
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2.2.1.2
•

Methodology
As shown in Figure 2.7, electrical tape is used to install the smartphones on
the steel frame to ensure full contact between the smartphones and the steel
frame.

•

Smartphone accelerometer recording is started, and data is acquired using
Sensor Kinetics Pro application (INNOVENTIONS, Inc., 2017) installed on
both smartphones.

•

The simulation of the Northridge earthquake ground motion record is applied
to the shaking table. The Q-Scale algorithm (Levis, Oct 2018) is used to scale
down the the displacements and time, but maintainning the original
accelerations of the record. The displacement is scaled down in this case
such that the shaking table has a maximum position of ±3 cm.

•

Steel frame response is acquired by both smartphones and two sensors
located at different stories.

•

Cross Power Spectral Density (CPSD) is applied to the acceleration data
using MATLAB, and the peak picking method is used to find the natural
frequency from the first peak appearing in the plot.

•

Comparison is made between smartphone accelerometers and reference
sensors.

Figure 2.7. Smartphone set up
using electrical tape.
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2.2.1.3

Results

2.2.1.3.1

Acceleration Response

The acceleration data is filtered using MATLAB by applying bandpass butter filters
of 1 Hz and 199 Hz, and zero-phase digital filtering so that pure structural response
is post-processed, reducing noise from measuring devices. As Figure 2.8 depicts, the
acceleration response of the frame due to Northridge earthquake excitation is
captured by the reference sensor in the first story and 400 Hz smartphone
accelerometers was very similar in terms of amplitudes shown in the figure.
However, sometimes the smartphone showed deviation from the actual acceleration
response, resulting in lower amplitudes. Such deviation might be a drawback of using
the electrical tape, and for such a test, hot glue can be used instead. Besides, such
installation technique as in Figure 2.7 is not recommended for the best use, but only
provided for demonstration purpose. And in case of bridge testing, more doublesided electrical tape must be used on each corner of smartphone’s rear face for the
stability in all axes.

Figure 2.8. Story 1 acceleration response, 400 Hz smartphone
accelerometer vs 500 Hz reference sensor.
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Moreover, Figure 2.9 compares the reference sensor installed at the second story
and the 500 Hz sampling rate smartphone accelerometer. The response captured
was very similar when the smartphone and the reference sensor are compared. The
results show higher similarity in terms of amplitude when compared to the
previously shown 400 Hz smartphone accelerometer.

Figure 2.9. Story 2 acceleration response, 500 Hz smartphone
accelerometer vs 500 Hz reference sensor.

2.2.1.3.2 Natural Frequency
Based on the acquired data from different stories and different accelerometer sensors,
two smartphones, and two reference sensors, CPSD is applied in MATLAB on the
acceleration data. The CPSD converted the discrete data in the time domain to the
frequency domain, as shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11. Inspecting Figure 2.10, by
using the peak picking method, the first peak representing the natural frequency of
the frame is identified by such a method. In this case, the first story reference sensor
and the 400 Hz smartphone accelerometer resulted in an almost identical estimate
for the natural frequency of the steel frame structure. The error was 2.40%, as shown
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in Table 2.2. Nevertheless, the smartphone accelerometer showed the capability to
capture the second mode, as shown from the second peak in the figure, as the
reference sensor confirmed it.
Moreover, Figure 2.11 shows a comparison of the second story reference sensor and
500 Hz smartphone accelerometers in the frequency domain. The natural frequency
obtained from the smartphone is 99.2%, similar to the one obtained from the
reference sensor, as shown in Table 2.2 and the phone is capable of measuring the
second mode as well as the 400 Hz sampling rate smartphone accelerometer.
Nevertheless, 500 Hz phone has shown better performance than 400 Hz phone in
terms of sensitivity, confirmed by the reference sensor.

Figure 2.10. Spectral features (Story 1).
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Figure 2.11. Spectral features (Story 2)

Table 2.2. Identified natural frequency from different accelerometers based on
Northridge record excitations.
Device (Sampling rate)

Story 1

Error
|𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒|
∗ 100
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

Reference (500 Hz)

3.746 (Hz)

-

Smartphone accelerometer

3.656 (Hz)

2.40%

(400 Hz)
Story 2
Reference

3.746 (Hz)

-

3.716 (Hz)

0.8%

(500 Hz)
Smartphone accelerometer
(500 Hz)
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2.2.2

Test 2

2.2.2.1

Setup

Both smartphones (400 Hz and 500 Hz sampling rates) are adjusted beside each
other, as shown in Figure 2.12. Electrical tape is used, similar to Test 1 (Figure 2.7),
to ensure that smartphones measure the shaking table response only.

400 Hz sampling

500 Hz

rate smartphone

sampling rate
smartphone

500 Hz ground
reference sensor

Figure 2.12. Test 2 setup.

2.2.2.2

Methodology

Low ambient sinusoidal vibrations were applied to the shaking table with an
amplitude of 0.5 cm and a frequency of 5 Hz. The same methodology as described
in Test 1 has been carried out in Test 2.
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2.2.2.3

Results

2.2.2.3.1 Acceleration Response
Figure 2.13 shows the acceleration response to the sinusoidal wave and compared
between 3 devices, reference sensor, 400 Hz, and 500 Hz sampling rate smartphone
accelerometers. As shown in the figure, smartphone embedded accelerometers have
a very similar response as the reference one, and even though the amplitude is low,
both smartphones achieved to capture it.

Figure 2.13. Ground level, response captured by three different
accelerometers, excited by sinusoidal wave.

Moreover, inspecting Figure 2.13, the interval between 10.0 and 10.1 seconds is
magnified and displayed to observe the behavior of response and qualitatively
compare it between the three devices. As the figure depicts, a satisfying match is
obtained from smartphones compared to the reference sensor.
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2.2.2.3.2

Frequency Content

Same as Test 1, the acceleration data acquired from all devices is post-processed in
MATLAB, and CPSD is applied to present the frequency content of the signal. As
Figure 2.14 demonstrates, the spectrum in the frequency domain identified by the
smartphones and the reference sensor. Although the sensors are located at the base,
the interaction between the table and the structure results in structural modal
characteristics’ influence. Nevertheless, when the dominant spectral value is
considered and compared between all devices, as shown in Table 2.3, the error was
not higher than 2.40%, which is similar to those obtained from Table 2.2 previously
shown.

Figure 2.14. Spectral features (Ground level).
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Table 2.3. Comparison of identified frequencies from ground level.
Device

Ground-level

Sampling rate

Error
|𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑛𝑒|
∗ 100
𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

Reference (500 Hz)

17.49 (Hz)

-

Smartphone accelerometer

17.08 (Hz)

2.34%

17.47 (Hz)

1.14%

(400 Hz)
Smartphone accelerometer
(500 Hz)

2.2.3

Verification Findings

Based on Tests 1 and 2, which are conducted to identify and compare the frequency
content from acceleration data by using reference sensors and two different sampling
rate smartphone accelerometers, both tables prove that the difference is less than
2.40%. Hence, the smartphones can measure and record acceleration response
whether the amplitude is high, such as the recorded response from simulated
Northridge earthquake, or low amplitude vibrations such as the sinusoidal signal with
0.5 cm amplitude and 0.5 Hz frequency used for excitations. This doesn’t not reveal
the exhaustive performance of these phone accelerometers, but shows their match
with the reference sensors confirming their potential for the field tests. Therefore,
both smartphones will be used as acceleration sensors and storage devices in this
study.

2.3

Data Acquisition

The data is collected by acceleration means, which is associated with the vibration
response of a bridge, induced by vehicles crossing over the bridge, causing deck
excitations. The smartphone accelerometer measures the response in three axes,
generally, as shown in Figure 2.15. For the data collection, two smartphones are
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positioned at one side of the longest span of the bridge, where the back of the
smartphone is in full contact with the deck surface. Besides, the surface beneath the
smartphones is cleaned from sand, gravel, or any dirt with double sided tape used on
the back of the smartphones to ensure the full contact between the devices and the
deck surface. Therefore, the recorded accelerations represent the bridge's response
without losing information due to coupling errors.
Moreover, accelerations are recorded in the Z direction with respect to time, using
the Sensor Kinetics Pro application (INNOVATIONS, Inc., 2017 ) installed on both
smartphones. The application is responsible for recording and saving the structural
response data in the internal smartphone memory. The Z-axis of the smartphones
corresponds to the gravity direction as shown in Figure 2.15, which is the axis of
interest, as the bending of the deck is the primary concern in this study.

Figure 2.15. Smartphones’ layout on bridge and accelerometer axes orientations.

The data acquisition procedure consists of multiple tests to verify the actual natural
frequency (first modal frequency) of a bridge. With eight in total, described in the
following:
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•

Five repetitive tests, where each test requires recording structural response
data for 22 minutes. Both smartphones are located in the middle of the longest
span, as shown in Figure 2.17.
Method of vibration: Ambient vibrations from the passing vehicles.

•

One test requires recording vibration data for 22 minutes; the 400 Hz and 500
Hz sampling rate of smartphones are located at the middle and quarter length
of the longest span, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.16.
Method of vibration: Ambient vibrations from the passing vehicles.

•

Two tests, each test records data for 6 minutes, and both smartphones are
located in the middle of the longest span, as shown in Figure 2.17.
Method of vibration: Forced vibrations from human excitations, such
as jumping.
Therefore, the complete scheme consists of five repetitive tests, one test with
different sensor locations recording ambient vibrations, and two tests based
on forced vibrations. Moreover, the repetitiveness of the five tests is for the
sake of cross-verifying both devices. As shown in Figures 2-16 and 2-17,
different monitoring locations refer to different modal parameters where high
order mode shapes are associated with higher modal frequencies, as
illustrated in Figure 2.18. However, in this study, Test 6 has been considered
as a backup test if modal analysis from other tests were not sufficient to
provide enough information. Test 6 consists of multi-output configuration
which can provide mode shapes and also confirm potential modal features in
the spectrum. However, handling this test requires post-processing steps to
artificially synchronize different nodes of sensor configuration (Time shifting
and upsampling/downsampling sensory data to unite all channels in the same
time window). Lastly, two tests by forced vibrations mean an alternative
loading scheme, resulting in different forcing functions and increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the natural frequency of the first bending
mode is obtained based on the collective results of these tests.
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Figure 2.16. Smartphone (In red)
location on deck for data acquisition
(Tests 1-5 and 7-8).

Figure 2.17. Smartphone (In red)
location on deck for data acquisition
(Test 6).

Figure 2.18. Vibration modes and mode shapes of a
hypothetical beam.

2.4

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, 20 bridges and ten culverts have been recognized in the western
region of Northern Cyprus. Due to their relatively short spans and bulky dimensions,
culverts are not considered as the critical and bridges remain as the main focus in
this thesis for field inspections, digitization, modeling, and further analyses.
Moreover, the verification of smartphone accelerometers was carried out in a
laboratory using a shaking table and compared the response acquired using
smartphone accelerometers with the reference accelerometer sensor findings. Lastly,
testing methods adapted for data acquisition purposes have been introduced. Figure
2.18 provides a summary for this chapter.
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Figure 2.19. Summary chart of chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 3

3

3.1

MODAL IDENTIFICATION OF BRIDGES

General

After acquiring bridges’ dynamic response data with smartphone accelerometers,
each bridge, therefore, has six test data sets for 22 minutes and two test data sets for
6 minutes each. In total, 144 minutes of dynamic test data is collected for each bridge
corresponding to 8 files per device and for each bridge. The application converts the
data into an excel sheet and then transfers from the smartphone internal storage to a
computer, where data can be post-processed. Once the data is transferred, signal
processing tools available in MATLAB are used so that the fundamental frequency
of each bridge can be identified by the peak picking method, as explained in Figure
3.1.
In this study, a series of alternative signal processing tools have been used, such as
Cross Power Spectral Density (CPSD), Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT), Short
Time Fourier Transformation (STFT), and Time-Frequency Power Spectra (TFPS),
along with peak picking method, to extract the natural frequency of first bending
mode for each bridge. These signal processing tools all have similar, yet
complementary purposes. However, the primary reason to use multiple tools is to
verify the findings with each other. In other words, it is aimed to cross-check each
natural frequency found from the first peak that resulted from different signal
processing tools. Apart from this, time-frequency techniques help visualizing joint
characteristics of time and frequency domains, which becomes useful to distinguish
the behavior when vehicles pass the bridge.
Furthermore, suppose any of the tools is not ideal to show meaningful information
because the smartphone accelerometers have a low signal-to-noise ratio, other tools
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might help in the identification process of the desired modal parameter. Hence, four
signal processing tools are used on each of the 16 acceleration response data from
smartphones from each bridge. Afterward, the natural frequency is used in FE model
updating, as described in Chapter 4.

Figure 3.1. Bridge response data processing.

3.2

3.2.1

Signal Processing Tools

Cross Power Spectral Density

CPSD shows the strength or the power of a signal in the frequency domain using
Welch’s method (Welch, Peter D, 1967). Simply put, it shows at which frequency
instance the signal power is high and at which is low. Additionally, this method is
used to break time series into segments reducing the divergence of the periodogram
where each segment is computed, averaging the estimates of the results, to produce
an approximation of the power spectral density finally. Welch’s method is shown in
Equations 3.1-3.2 (Welch, Peter D, 1967).
∞

𝑃𝑥𝑦 (𝜔) = ∑ 𝐶𝑅𝑥𝑦 (𝑚)𝑒 −𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝑚

Eq. 3-1

𝑚=−∞

Given that, cross-relation:
∗
}
𝐶𝑅𝑥𝑦 (𝑚) = 𝐸{𝑥𝑛+𝑚 𝑦𝑛∗ } = 𝐸{𝑥𝑛 𝑦𝑛−𝑚

Eq. 3-2

Where 𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 are jointly random processes, −∞ < n < ∞, and E{.} is the expected
value operator.
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3.2.2

Fast Fourier Transformation

FFT is an algorithm utilized in such a way to compute Discrete Fourier
Transformation (DFT) of a signal, meaning that it is not a tool by itself but rather an
efficient computational method to compute DFT. FFT converts the signal from time,
or space domain, to the frequency domain as defined in Equation 3-3. Computing
transformations efficiently, reducing the computational time by factorizing the DFT
matrix into a product of mostly zero factors (Duhamel, P., & Vetterli, M. 1990).

𝑥[𝑘] = 𝑥𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛 [𝑘] + 𝑒

3.2.3

−𝑗2𝜋𝑘
𝑁 𝑥𝑜𝑑𝑑 [𝑘]

Eq. 3-3

Short Time Fourier Transformation

STFT localizes sections in a signal as it changes over time to determine the sinusoidal
frequency and phase content to reveal signal’s spectral content. In other words, STFT
windows the signal into sections as shown in Equation 3-4, giving time-localized
frequency information that varies over time, compared to the usual Fourier
transformation method, which averages frequency information over the entire time
interval of a signal (Smith III, J. O., 2011).
∞

𝑋𝑚 (𝑓) = ∑ 𝑥(𝑛)𝑔(𝑛 − 𝑚𝑅) 𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑛

Eq. 3-4

𝑛=−∞

Where
•

𝑔(𝑛)

•

𝑋𝑚 (𝑓) = DFT of windowed data centered on time mR

•

𝑅

= Window function of length M

= Hop size, between successive DFTs, where the hop size is the

difference between window and overlap length
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3.2.4

Time-Frequency Power Spectra

TFPS compromises achievable spectral resolution of signal’s entire length and
computes large FFTs under performance limitations. It analyzes the signal in
frequency and time-frequency domains, computing STFT by dividing the signal into
overlapped segments via Kaiser windowing technique, for each overlapping
segment. Adding to that, it performs the transformation into a matrix, which
distinguishes it from STFT, and generates a spectrogram in both domains in an
alternative manner (Harris, F. J., 1978).

3.3

Data Related Problems and Handling Techniques

Typically, acquired vibrations from the structural response using smartphones are
analog data, and are converted to a digital form necessitating a series of signal
processing tools. During the conversion process, issues may arise, emanating
deceptive results, which can be reduced by proper techniques. Therefore, to ensure
that the acceleration data of structural vibrations is processed and converted
correctly, some issues related to signal processing and their solutions are bought into
sight.

3.3.1

Aliasing

According to Ewins (2000), signals with a high frequency, higher than the Nyquist
frequency, face the well-known signal processing-related problem, aliasing. Aliasing
appears in signals sampled in the time domain which has insufficient sampling rate,
and the signal content is mirrored into the measurement with respect to the Nyquist.
Accordingly, such a distortion can falsify the system identification results. In this
study, since two smartphones are used, with sampling rates of 500, and 400 Hz, such
an issue is not observed. Since the Nyquist frequency, which is half of the sampling
rate set to 250 and 200 Hz from both devices, is much higher than the expected
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natural frequency of all 20 bridges. It can be noted that the highest natural frequency
obtained from the recordings was 94.4 Hz in B3 confirmed by phones of different
sampling rates, as shown in the following sections. Therefore, aliasing is not a
primary issue in the testbed region, as the sampling rate is sufficiently high.

3.3.2

Filtering

According to Ewins (2000), noise accompanied with the recorded signal could be
produced from smartphones, environmental or operational factors. Therefore, signal
content could include sources other than structural responses, providing misleading
information or vague one. To solve this issue, bandpass butter filters are used to
avoid the high frequency and transient noise. Hence, evaluation of pure structural
characteristics could be evaluated efficiently, after filtering.

3.3.3

Leakage

According to Ewins (2000), operations on signals from the time domain using
Fourier transformations would cause energy leakage in the frequency spectrum, due
to non-periodicity in a signal, within the finite time interval of sampling. This issue
creates frequency components, known as spectral leakage. This issue is resolved, by
using proper windowing techniques, as they force the signal to be brought to
periodical shape

3.3.4

Windowing

According to Ewins (2000), windowing appears to avoid leakage due to nonperiodicity and improve the spectral characteristics of a signal. Therefore,
windowing is applied by multiplying the windowing function with a non-periodic
signal. It modifies the processed signal into a periodic state—some windowing
techniques such as Hann, Hamming, Kaiser, Welch are used for windowing
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purposes. However, there is a trade-off between high resolution and sensitivity that
might lead to difficulty distinguishing two peaks close to each other in the
spectrogram.

3.4

Results

Each test’s complete signal processing results for each bridge can be found in
Appendix C. Signal processing results applied on Test 1 acquired from B2 are
presented in this section for illustration purposes.
First, the recorded accelerations are plotted using MATLAB software to compare the
discrepancy between the recordings from both smartphones initially. It is expected
that readings from both devices match to some extent, despite the differences
between both smartphones, due to sampling rate and accuracy. Such acceleration
plots could also indicate a low or high signal amplitude, and their mutual appearance
in two devices. As seen from Figure 3.2, Device W, and Device A, represent the
smartphones with 400 and 500 Hz sampling rates, respectively. As the figures depict,
each peak represents the bridge response to a forcing source, such as vehicles
crossing over.
Device W

Device A

Figure 3.2. Acceleration response of Bridge 2 acquired by devices W and A.

The acceleration data is filtered using a bandpass butter filter, with the zero-phase
digital filter in MATLAB. The signal processing tools, as discussed previously, can
be applied to the filtered acceleration response, providing spectral characteristics of
each bridge.
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For instance, looking at Figure 3.3 results from CPSD of both smartphones, the first
peak appears to be at 13 Hz on the horizontal axis, which is the parameter of concern
in this study. Hence, the second peak observed in Device W is not part of interest in
this study.

Device W

Device A

Figure 3.3. CPSD of the acquired signal.

Moreover, applying FFT to the same acceleration data shows that both figures show
the exact match in terms of first peak location on the horizontal axis, indicating that
the first mode’s natural frequency is 13 Hz again, as shown in Figure 3.4. This result
matches with the other signal processing tool used, CPSD. Hence, both tools confirm
that the natural frequency is 13 Hz, which is verified using both smartphones.
Device W

Device A

Figure 3.4. FFT of the acquired signal.

Furthermore, using the time-frequency domain to observe the power spectrum of the
signal using TFPS presents the structural, spectral characteristics in 3D with respect
to time and frequency domains, as shown in Figure 3.5. Similarly, the first peak
occurs from time zero to 1200 seconds approximately, which is the time allocated
for Test 1, at 13 Hz approximately with respect to the frequency axis.
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Device W

Device A

Figure 3.5. TFPS in the time-frequency domain.

Lastly, using STFT on the same acceleration data allows us to observe the power of
a signal in both time and frequency domains. Figure 3.6 illustrates the signal
behavior in 3D by considering the spectra in both time and frequency domains.
Similar to CPSD, FFT, and TFPS, Results observed using STFT indicate that the
natural frequency from the side view is 13 Hz, matching between the devices and
other signal processing tools.
Device A

Top view

Side view

3D

Device W

Figure 3.6. STFT Spectra with different views.

As explained above, using the signal processing tools on Test 1 of B2 provided eight
repetitive observations of the natural frequencies from both devices. The process is
again applied to other remaining tests (Test 2 - 8), which provide 64 observations
per bridge when all tests show clear peaks. The median value is considered as the
identified natural frequency for each bridge and used in FE model updating. Table
3.1 shows a summary of the obtained values of natural frequencies for each bridge.
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Table 3.1. Identified natural frequency.
Bridge

Section depth/Span length

Median

(D/L)

Natural Frequency (Hz)

1

0.19

42.3

2

0.11

13.95

3

0.53

94.4

4

0.27

57.35

5

0.05

60.05

6

0.11

63.3

7

0.13

22.45

8

0.05

11.25

9

0.12

14.45

10

0.24

53.7

11

0.23

42.35

12

0.09

18.05

13

0.13

52.65

14

0.13

21.6

15

0.09

31.15

16

0.14

47.15

17

0.13

30.4

18

0.16

33.95

19

0.11

51.55

20

0.22

83.15
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3.5

Discussion of Results

As described previously, Tests 1 to 6 are based on ambient vibrations, such as the
vibrational response of a bridge to traffic; these tests were used to reveal the spectral
characteristics of each bridge under operational conditions. However, when the
traffic is insufficient to excite the bridge, or in case of no traffic, low signal-to-noise
ratio can mask the frequency spectra of the signal. Yet, Tests 7 and 8, which are
based on forced vibrations by exciting the deck, were capable of revealing the natural
frequency with amplified signals. Lastly, when Tests 1 to 6 showed a structural
response, Tests 7 and 8 served to validate the findings.
Note: Due to safety concerns, B9 was tested based on Tests 1-6 only (No forced
vibration tests were conducted), and due to the lack of any vehicles passing on B20,
it was tested based on Tests 7-8, twice.
Examining Appendix C by looking at the figures related to Tests 7 and 8 based on
forced vibrations for each bridge, most figures successfully showed the first peak,
revealing the natural frequency. On the other hand, some tests between 1-6 failed in
providing the necessary peaks for the desired modal parameter by using the peak
picking method or any other useful information in some cases. The reason is because
of the low signal-to-noise ratio, which can be seen from acceleration figures.
Therefore, in considering the natural frequencies in Table 3.1, Tests 7 and 8 were the
main focus, and in the case where Tests 1-6 showed useful information, they were
used as well. Lastly, since the spectral information provided by Tests 7 and 8 were
sufficient to determine the first mode frequency, and because smartphones were not
synchronized during the tests, further analysis to determine the mode shapes from
Test 6 was not considered in this study.

3.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter has conducted digital signal processing operations on the vibration
response data obtained from smartphone accelerometers, using four signal
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processing tools in MATLAB. Moreover, digital signal-related issues and solutions
were explained, and lastly, the natural frequency was identified using the peak
picking method for all bridges. Figure 3.7 shows a summary for this chapter.

Figure 3.7. Summary chart of chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 4

4

4.1

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING AND UPDATING

General

FE approaches used in this study for bridge modeling and updating are discussed in
this Chapter. As shown in Chapter 2, 20 bridges were considered, with different
materials, dimensions, and characteristics. Due to the complexity of the problem
regarding different approaches, the FE modeling of bridges is mainly classified based
on the bridge skewness.
•

Bridges that are non-skewed have been modeled in 2 dimensions (2D) using
a beam element representing the entire section characteristics of a bridge
deck.

•

Skewed bridges were modeled in 3 dimensions (3D) using area elements for
the slab of a bridge's deck and beam elements, in case if beams existed in
the deck of the studied bridge.

Moreover, in both classes, whether the FE model is in 2D or 3D, only the deck of a
bridge is considered in this study, excluding any abutments or shear walls in the FE
model compatible with the bridge population’s characteristics in the region. The
vertical elements supporting the deck are excluded because most bridges in this study
are deck-only. The exceptions have bulky-dimension short and thick walls, which
are deemed undeformable. Therefore, damage in vertical elements can be omitted
for the given structures’ characteristics. Besides, excessive support deformations can
cause alternative failure modes; however, since the boundary conditions (BC) are
considered uncertain, these failure modes are also omitted for consistency. Hence,
the structure outside the scope is idealized through a range of BC cases connecting
the bridge deck to neighbor regions (e.g., substructure elements, or consecutive
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spans). Adding to that, B1, B2, B3, B5, B7, B8, B9, B11, B12, and B13, as shown
in Chapter 2, are multi-span bridges. Each one is modeled by considering its longest
span. The longest span has higher load demand and potentially higher deflections in
the load-resisting structural elements than other spans. Moreover, all the spans in
most of the multi-span bridges have a similar cross-section and material
characteristics. Hence, cracks are more likely to develop predominantly in the crosssection of the longest span over the years, due to cyclic vehicular loads. Furthermore,
baseline FE models have been created based on the developed structural layouts
provided in Appendix B, along with assumed initial values for the material used in
each bridge, and updated later, as explained in this chapter.

4.2

Finite Element Modeling in OpenSees

Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) is an open-source
platform created in 2004 by McKenna et al. (2004). OpenSees is a powerful platform,
as it is script-based on the “Tcl” language. It provides the user with not only FE
modeling tools but also the capability to develop mathematical expressions and
string and variable handling. Hence, parametric-based studies that require numerous
iterations, are achievable in a more efficient way than any other commercial
software, such as SAP2000 or similar others with reduced source file access.
Therefore, FE models of bridges are created and analyzed in OpenSees.
As discussed in Section 4.1, the 20 bridges included in this study are divided into
two classes, non-skewed and skewed. Such that the FE models are created in 2D for
non-skewed bridges and 3D for skewed ones. FE models in 3D are better
representations for structural behavior and more accurate in general. However, the
2D FE models have been created when possible to simplify or reduce the size of the
problem and to decrease the overall time expenses and output file size from postprocessing by modal analysis and NLTHA.
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As shown in Table 4.1, the graphical representation of FE models of bridges has been
shown. FE models in 2D of non-skewed bridges, with 3 DOF are developed by
creating nodes, connected with line elements shown in red, named as elastic beamcolumn elements in OpenSees. Each line element represents the bridge’s deck,
holding its sectional characteristics, such as the moment of inertia, area, and related
material modulus of elasticity. Masses are distributed over nodes, and BCs are
assigned for bridge model’s deck supports.
Similarly, non-skewed bridges consisting of masonry arch sections, i.e., B5, B16,
and B17, are modeled as shown in Table 4.1. In general, masonry bridges are created
using solid elements due to the aspect ratio of the structural element in service.
However, since the structural details are unavailable, such a FE method would be
challenging to implement. Therefore, for simplification purposes, line elements have
been used, where each element holds sectional characteristics, such as area, the
moment of inertia, and material characteristics. As shown in the table, each line
element section is rectangular from the side-view perspective. The finer mesh used
would provide more accurate results, as the FE model would represent the geometry
of the actual existing bridge. This leaves the FE method used here questionable for
such masonry arch bridges with a certain modeling compromise, however, advanced
masonry modeling is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Moreover, since the arch bridges consist of masonry material-based structural
elements and RC, FE models are developed with line elements, each with
homogeneous material. Furthermore, the base material of masonry is set in the
mathematical model. For these exceptional cases, the RC sectional part is converted
to an equivalent masonry one by using Equation 4-1
𝑛 = 𝐸𝑐/𝐸𝑚

Eq. 4-1

Where Ec and Em are moduli of elasticity of concrete and masonry, respectively. In
this way, the sectional characteristics of the RC components are converted
accordingly. In summary, with a compromise in accuracy in the modeling
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performance, the whole section is treated as a masonry-only material, rather than the
heterogenous counterpart, in the analysis. In other words, the RC section is
transformed into masonry, making the whole FE model based on a single material
for numerical simplification, which will be indispensible in the updating stages.
On the other hand, 3D FE models for skewed bridges with 6 DOF are created.
Bridges with RC material only have been modeled using area elements for the slab,
meshed finely into multiple area elements with an aspect ratio nearest to 1, and line
elements are used if any girders or beams exist in the infrastructure.
Since B11 is similar to the previously mentioned masonry arch bridges, the only
difference is that it is a skewed bridge. Therefore, a 3D FE model with 6 DOF is
developed, based on line elements only, where the elements form an arch geometry
where each holds sectional characteristics. Furthermore, rigid massless beam
elements have been used as bonding elements between the arches, so the formed
arches are connected by fictitious members without disrupting the structural
integrity. Lastly, as discussed before, due to the difficulty of implementing solid
elements because of the insufficient information regarding the structural detailing,
the proposed approach’s limitations are recognized by the study.
Table 4.1. Bridge FE model in OpenSees.

1, 2, 4,
6, 7, 8,
9, 20
5,

16,

17

2D

Non-Skewed Bridges in

Bridges Meshed FE Model*
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Sectional View*

3,

10,

12, 13,
18, 19
11

3D

Skewed Bridges in

14, 15,

*All drawings have been created for visualization purposes via AutoCAD since OpenSees is a scriptbased with no graphical user interface.

4.3

Verification of Finite Element Model

In this section, verification of FE models is presented following alternative
approaches. The goal is to: 1) justify the usage of FE models in 2D, and 2) justify
the usage of 2D or 3D FE models using OpenSees. The verification is mainly based
on comparing FE models in terms of modal analysis results from OpenSees platform
and SAP2000 software. FE models from two different modeling environment
addressing non/skewness, share the same material characteristics, sectional
properties, mass, and BCs. Moreover, Figure 4.1 shows the process map of verifying
the FE methods’ intended usage, as described previously in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Verification process of different FE models.

4.3.1

2D vs. 3D Finite Element Model

Firstly, since the non-skewed bridges are to be modeled in 2D to reduce analysis
running time, verification has been made by creating identical FE models in material,
sectional properties, and BCs in both 2D and 3D using SAP2000. For general
verification purposes of non-skewed bridges FE models, B2 is used. All necessary
structural geometries required for the development of FE models have been taken
from the developed structural layout provided in Appendix B. Moreover, the modal
analysis has been conducted on both FE models and comparing the first modal
frequency between both 2D and 3D FE models reveals the similarity.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the 2D FE model is created as a simply supported beam,
using line elements representing the deck meshed into 1000 elements. On the other
hand, the 3D FE model, as shown in Figure 4.3, is created using both line elements
for girders and area elements for the slab. The deck is meshed into 2880 squared
elements to achieve an aspect ratio of approximately one for more accurate results,
so are the line elements representing the RC beams beneath the deck. The results
from modal analyses presented in Table 4.2 show similar modal frequency between
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both FE models, with a difference of 3.6%, in both SAP2000 FE models. Therefore,
such a minor difference between models can be accepted, with a trade-off concerning
the computational costs. Hence, the usage of 2D FE models is verified through the
aforementioned process.

Figure 4.2. FE model of B2 in 2D using SAP2000.

Figure 4.3. FE model of B2 in 3D using SAP2000.
Table 4.2. Modal analysis in SAP2000 for B2.
FE Software
SAP2000

Model Dimension

Natural Frequency

Number of

(Hz)

Elements in Mesh

2D

12.479

1000

3D

12.031

2880
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4.3.2

OpenSees vs. SAP2000

Since the goal is to use the OpenSees as the eventual model development platform
in this study, previously discussed FE models, for example, non-skewed B2, are
modeled in OpenSees, in 2D and 3D. After that, SAP2000 results from 4.3.1 are
compared to justify the usage of FE models of non-skewed bridges, in 2D, using
OpenSees. Similar to the concept used in SAP2000, two Tcl scripts have been
developed for both FE models by OpenSees for modal analyses. As shown in Table
4.3, comparing 2D FE models from both platforms in terms of the first modal
frequency, the difference appears to be approximately 1.7%.
Moreover, comparing the OpenSees 2D FE model with the 3D one from the same
platform resulted in a difference of 4.5%. Lastly, when comparing the OpenSees 2D
FE model with all other models (averaged natural frequency) resulted in a difference
of no more than 4.5%. Hence, as discussed, there is a variation between all FE models
from both software when modal frequency results are compared. Nevertheless, the
difference between results is reasonable, considering computational time benefits
which will arise in the forthcoming analyses. Therefore, 2D FE models by OpenSees
for non-skewed bridges has been justified based on the findings above.
Table 4.3. Modal analysis results in SAP2000 and OpenSees for B2.
FE Software
SAP2000
OpenSees

Model Dimension

Natural Frequency

Number of

(Hz)

Elements in Mesh

2D

12.479

1000

3D

12.031

2880

2D

12.692

1000

3D

12.12

2880
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Furthermore, a comparison has been made for non-skewed masonry arch bridges by
creating 2D FE models of B5 for general verification purposes, using OpenSees and
SAP2000. As shown in Figure 4.4, line elements have been used, with tapered
sections to form arch-like geometry in SAP2000. A similar 2D FE model has been
created using OpenSees as well. Both models perform modal analysis, and the results
can be seen in Table 4.4, indicating the error between both FE models
(approximately 1.5 % error). Therefore, verifying the outcomes of such FE model in
OpenSees is achieved taking SAP2000 as a reference.

Figure 4.4. FE model of B5 in 2D using SAP2000.

Table 4.4. Modal analysis results for masonry arch bridge.
FE

Model Dimension

Modeling/Analysis

Natural Frequency

Number of

(Hz)

Elements in

Tool

Mesh

SAP2000

2D

59.85

1000

OpenSees

2D

58.95

1000
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On the other hand, another verification has been made, for 3D FE models of skewed
bridges in OpenSees (Excluding arch masonry skewed B11), by creating a FE model
of B14 for verification related to skewed bridges, comparing OpenSees and
SAP2000. The model is created in both platforms by line elements for beams and
area elements for deck, where all elements are meshed into approximately 1600
elements.
As before, the comparison has been made based on modal analysis results, in
particular, the natural frequency. As shown in Table 4.5, the results indicate that such
a difference between 3D FE models is approximately 2.45% if SAP2000 is the
reference. Such an error can be considered acceptable in this study.

Figure 4.5. FE model of B14 in 3D using SAP2000.
Table 4.5. Modal analysis results for B14.
FE

Model Dimension

Modeling/Analysis

Natural Frequency

Number of

(Hz)

Elements in

Tool

Mesh

SAP2000

3D

22.78

1600

OpenSees

3D

23.34

1600
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Lastly, verification has been made for skewed masonry arch B11 by creating the FE
model in OpenSees and SAP2000. As described previously in Section 4.2, line
elements with varying sections create the arch geometry, as shown in Figure 4.6. The
FE model created in SAP2000 is meshed into 30 elements to minimize manual
entries into the FE model in SAP2000. The nodes must be constrained using a
massless rigid element between the arches to satisfy the structural integrity.
However, the Tcl script developed for OpenSees analysis can mesh the FE model in
both directions, x, and y, if the z-axis is considered the gravity axis, up to the desired
number of elements changing two variables related to the required mesh. Looking at
Table 4.6, it appears that the difference between both FE models is approximately
1%. Hence, the results show that the FE model created in OpenSees is similar to the
one created in SAP2000. However, such a FE model is again subject to limitations
due to the compromises mentioned above.

Figure 4.6. FE model of Bridge 11 in 3D using SAP2000
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Table 4.6. Modal analysis results for skewed masonry arch bridge.
FE

Model Dimension

Modeling/Analysis

Natural Frequency

Number of

(Hz)

Elements in

Tool

4.4

Mesh

SAP2000

3D

105.93

30

OpenSees

3D

105.08

30

Mass

The mass of the deck is considered, as the analysis is related to the deck of each
bridge only. Hence, the mass of the deck for each bridge consists of structural
elements, such as beams, girders, if any exist, and slab with the material-related unit
mass of 2.54 Tons/m3, 7.86 Tons/m3, and 1.81 Tons/m3 for RC, steel, and masonry,
respectively. Moreover, the mass of non-structural elements has been considered as
well in the FE model. Masses such as asphalt layer, concrete/gravel shoulders, and
steel barriers, if any, exist. Furthermore, masses have been assigned in the gravity
direction, set for both modal and NLTHA, after discovering that the lateral directions
are not critical (discussed further in Chapter 5).

4.5

Boundary Condition

BCs of bridges were not identified clearly in the reconnaissance stage. Hence,
regarding FE models in both 2D and 3D, each bridge is considered to have three
possible BC cases. 1) simply supported, 2) fixed-roller, and 3) fixed-fixed as
reactions at ends of bridge’s deck, and named as BC A, BC B, and BC C,
respectively. Therefore, all analysis would be based on three FE models for each
bridge. Hence, each bridge case can be investigated further, meaning that updated
material from the identified case for a BC would be positioned in-between BC A, the
bridge’s weakest state, and BC C, the strongest state.
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4.6

Cracked Section

The gross moment of inertia is reduced by 50%, considering the cracked sections as
in modal analysis and NLTHA. Moreover, the maximum value of the moment of
inertia of a cracked section of concrete that can be used according to ACI 318 for
cracked beams, and slab, is 50% of the gross moment of inertia.

4.7

Finite Element Model Updating

Base FE models are created with assumed values for material-related modulus of
elasticity initially. Since most of the bridges are built in the 1970s, the concrete class,
for instance, is unknown. Therefore, the initial assumption for the concrete modulus
of elasticity is 25 GPa and updated using MATLAB and OpenSees. Both platforms
work in harmony by relying on modal analysis for the updating process to achieve a
particular stiffness EI minimizing the error.
The equation of motion is given in Equation 4-2, where K is the stiffness matrix, M
is the mass matrix, 𝜆𝑛 and ∅𝑛 are eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively. Any
change in the system’s (bridge deck) stiffness and mass would affect the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. Likewise, these are the key components in identifying the actual
bridge’s condition, or in other words, changes in properties, such section, material,
or BCs, related to the modal parameters. Considering Figure 4.7, cracks existing in
the bridge’s deck result in reduced stiffness. Therefore, this reduction would be
observed in the frequency spectra that reflect the dynamic properties. The peaks from
the spectra for modes of vibration would shift to lower frequencies due to a reduction
in stiffness. Hence, the modal analysis identifies the related stiffness of the system,
EI, by updating initial EI values in FE models.
{[𝐾] − 𝜆𝑛[𝑀]}∅𝑛 = 0
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Eq. 4-2

Figure 4.7. Damage effect on spectral characteristics of a bridge.

FE results regarding natural frequency for each bridge are processed iteratively using
MATLAB. The natural frequency obtained from each bridge using smartphone
accelerometers in-field is compared with the FE model’s modal analysis in each
iteration. The benefit of using MATLAB is that it can run an OpenSees application,
in which scripts written for FE models can be “sourced.” Moreover, MATLAB runs
OpenSees looped in iterations. Each iteration provides a natural frequency from the
FE model until the error is less than a specified tolerance of 1E-5, as shown in
Equation 4-3. Where 𝑓𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 is the natural frequency from modal analysis applied on
the mathematical model, and 𝑓𝑂𝑝𝑡 is the natural frequency obtained from the existing
bridge, structural response, therefore, indicating the possible value of the updated
material parameter, the modulus of elasticity. That achieves a match in modal
frequency between the FE model and the existing bridge.
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = (𝑓𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 − 𝑓𝑂𝑝𝑡 )2

Eq. 4-3

Furthermore, the updating process is conducted three times for each bridge. Each
bridge has three FE models, representing different in BC cases supporting the bridge.
Each bridge model is set to have three different BCs, A, B, and C, as described in
Section 4.5. The updating process based on three different BCs would result in three
different moduli of elasticities, where the optimum, closest to real value, would fall
in one of the BC states.
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4.7.1

Newton Raphson Method for Optimization

Baseline FE models of all classes, but not masonry bridges, are updated using the
Newton Raphson method. This method uses a tangent line for the initial point
assigned to provide a direction for finding the next value to be iterated and analyzed.
The algorithm has been developed using MATLAB, which handles the mathematical
operations to reach the optimum value of natural frequency for the FE model. The
updating process is achieved by running modal analysis via OpenSees in an iterative
manner to reach the optimum value of modulus of elasticity, which results in the first
mode’s natural frequency being the same as the first mode’s natural frequency
obtained in-field from the real bridge using smartphones.
Equations 4-4 to 4-6 describe the algorithm based on the Newton Raphson method.
The algorithm runs efficiently by MATLAB, searching for the least squared error
with optimum values desired, starting with initial assumed values of 𝐸𝑐 and the
initial step for the following parameter. On the other hand, OpenSees operates modal
analysis on each studied FE model, based on provided modulus by MATLAB. As a
result, Newton’s Raphson method decides the step size to be taken for the following
parameter 𝐸𝑐, tested in the FE model in multiple iterations until the satisfactory error
is reached. All in all, this method reduces the number of iterations to reach the
optimum value, where the maximum number of iterations in finding the Ec satisfying
the condition, with an error less than the tolerance specified, was observed to be less
than 29 iterations per BC case. Figure 4.8 shows an example of the results obtained
by using Newton’s Raphson in updating one of the bridge cases.
𝐸𝑐(𝑖 + 1) = 𝐸𝑐(𝑖) + 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝(𝑖)

Eq. 4-4

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑖 + 1) = (𝑓𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖+1 − 𝑓𝑂𝑝𝑡 )2

Eq. 4-5
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𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝(𝑖 + 1) = −𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑖) ∗

𝐸𝑐(𝑖 + 1) − 𝐸𝑐(𝑖)
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑖 + 1) − 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟(𝑖)

Eq. 4-6

Given that, initial conditions, 𝐸𝑐 (1) = 25E+6 (kPa) and 𝐸𝑐𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 (1) = 2.5E+6
(kPa)

Figure 4.8. Error curve of frequency domain identification of B2 as an illustration.

4.7.2

Trial and Error Method

Bridges, which consist of masonry and RC structural elements, are updated by 10000
FE models for each BC case specified per bridge; where each FE model has a set of
masonry and concrete moduli of elasticities. As mentioned before, each FE model is
run by modal analysis, which results in the FE model’s natural frequency based on
the specified set of moduli of elasticities. Moreover, the optimum results for both
parameters achieve a minimum squared difference between the natural frequency
obtained in-field and the one obtained from OpenSees, in other words, least error.
Therefore, two parameters are updated. Figure 4.9 shows the error surface resulted
from 10000 FE models for B5 with fixed-fixed BC case as an example for the
updating procedure using trial and error method.
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Moreover, as shown in Table 4.7, the difference between combined domains and
Newton’s Raphson method described in the previous section is significantly high.
Even though Newton’s Raphson is highly efficient compared to this procedure for
FE model updating, updating process by trial and error has been used for
simplification purposes. Two parameters are being updated per bridge per BC case
to avoid the risk of facing a local minimum. On the other hand, when only one
parameter, 𝐸𝑐 is updated, Newton’s Raphson method is used.
It should be noted that B8 and B15 both consist of a RC slab and steel girders.
However, the modulus of elasticity of steel is assumed to be constant at 200 GPa and
is not a part of the updating process. Therefore, the value of 𝐸𝑐 only is updated by
Newton’s Raphson method.

Figure 4.9. Error surface of different FE models considered for updating process of masonry
arch models.
Table 4.7. Comparison between FE model updating methods.
Method

FE models processed

Time to reach

Optimum error

to reach optimum

optimum value

reached

value/s

(Seconds)

Newton Raphson

18

24.92

Trial and Error

10000

8876.48
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< 1E-5
< 2.1E-3

4.8

Results

After running the modal analysis in multiple iterations, for each BC case, A, B, and
C, using either Newton’s Raphson or by trial and error, the optimum value of
modulus of elasticity is obtained. Table 4.8 shows the optimal parameters that would
result in the modal frequency matching in-field one, with the least error. Moreover,
moduli of elasticities of different materials are used along with the cracked moment
of inertia, and therefore, used as an updated EI, or in other words, stiffness.
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Table 4.8. Updated modulus of elasticity.
Boundary Condition
Bridge
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Updated modulus
of Elasticity (GPa)
Ec*
Ec
Ec
Ec
Ec
Em*
Ec
Ec
Ec
Ec
Ec
Ec
Em
Ec
Ec
Ec
Ec
Ec
Em
Ec
Em
Ec
Ec
Ec

A
67.7
75.9
14.7
37.8
0.25
27.25
178.8
98.21
38.2
59.6
24.9
14
12.625
36.6
45.63
41.75
27.35
19.5
1.875
20
2.875
82.5
209.1
33.53

B
27.73
31.1
7.87
15.46
10
16.125
73.29
40.24
7.45
24.43
11.65
1
16.375
17.6
28.76
22.4
11.66
37
0.625
30.75
0.625
39.9
99.6
13.74

C
13.17
14.78
4.87
7.34
24.75
11.375
34.8
19.12
3.54
11.61
6.22
1
4.125
8.77
11.4
12.24
7.52
9.25
0.25
5
0.375
21.07
49.04
6.53

*Ec and Em are updated modulus of elasticity for concrete and masonry, respectively.
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4.9

Discussion of Results

In general, the secant modulus of elasticity of RC varies between 27 and 33 GPa,
based on the concrete class. Hence, as shown in Table 4.8, it appears that the updated
modulus of elasticity fell in the expected range in one of the BC cases. Moreover,
since the BC case was not determined in field, and three BC cases were considered
to cover the weakest form of a bridge as in BC A, average as in BC B, and strongest
form as in BC C, the updated modulus of elasticity value decreases, as the bridge BC
case becomes stronger form. Therefore, the modulus value fell in the expected range
in only one BC case, which indicates that this is the actual BC. Nevertheless, in this
study, no BC case is claimed to be the actual one; therefore, further discussions and
analysis are proceeded considering all possible cases.
Looking a the updated modulus of concrete of B3, B5, B10, B11, B16, and B17, it
appears that the updated values are not in the expected range in any of the BC cases.
This is mainly because the obtained moduli of elasticities are of secant moduli.
Besides, this might be due to different reasons, such as 1) the FE method that has
been implemented, 2) the cracked moment of inertia that has been considered (50 %
of gross moment of inertia), 3) missing information regarding components in
masonry arch bridges reflected on irregular values of updated Ec, or 4) the updated
modulus is correct indeed, and reduced in time due environment and operations.
On the other hand, the modulus of elasticity of masonry bricks typically varies
significantly, depending on the mix proportion used, between 3.5 and 34 GPa
(Sambu Potty, 2013). Therefore, considering the updated Em of bridges consisting
of masonry structural elements, besides RC elements, the Em value falls in the range
for most BC cases such as B5 and B11. However, the updated Em of B16 and B17
was lower than expected due to the reasons above. Lastly, the updating process was
not executed to update the moduli of elasticities but to update the overall stiffness,
EI, as a bundle, by keeping the moment of inertia as 50% of gross and updating the
modulus. In addition, the modulus of elasticity was chosen for the updating process
because the confidence level is low in this parameter, especially since the concrete
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mixture and age are unknown. At the same time, the cracked moment of inertia relies
mainly on the geometrical condition of the member. Next, NLTHA is applied to FE
models with updated stiffness to achieve the desired natural structural response.

4.10

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, based on the structural layouts collected from reconnaissance, FE
models have been developed in OpenSees with a dependency on skewness condition.
Moreover, verification has been carried out by comparing OpenSees and SAP2000
outcomes from the modal analysis. Furthermore, FE model updating methods
covering the optimization scheme were presented. The stiffness of each bridge has
been identified using an iterative process where MATLAB and OpenSees worked in
harmony until model frequency matches the ones from smartphone data. Figure 4.10
provides a summary of this chapter.

Figure 4.10. Summary chart of chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 5

5

5.1

NONLINEAR TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS

General

NLTHA are executed on each bridge's FE models with updated stiffness, EI, as
described in Chapter 4. Prior to NLTHA, specifying the nonlinearity concept
introduced to the updated FE models is essential, which is either based on
concentrated plasticity or distributed plasticity. Since the bridges are modeled based
on their deck characteristics, in which it can be represented as a beam in the FE
analysis for 2D, or as an area element for the deck when 3D, concentrated plasticity
concept is implemented for NLTHA. After applying different strong GMs during the
NLTHAs to the FE using OpenSees, and post processing the results, ductility
demand values are achieved. Moreover, ductility demands would lead to an
indication of damage that corresponds to a GM intensity value.

5.2

Rotational Springs

Rotational springs are required for NLTHA so that structures can be analyzed based
on critical regions that would develop a plastic hinge-like behavior in different BC
cases. A beam failure with different BCs that might occur due to vertical loads is
shown in Figure 5.1. While the failure mechanism requires the formation of one
plastic hinge in a simply supported beam, the fixed-fixed condition requires three
plastic hinges for complete failure. Nevertheless, different failure modes must be
taken into consideration for accurate estimation of seismic damage. According to
Gehl (2017), the failure modes due to an earthquake event, can be due to 1- bending,
shear, or tilting of piers, 2- piles, or backfill of abutments, 3- transverse loading of
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shear keys, 4- exceedance of bearing-type connection’s capacity. Besides,
friction/slipping or rollover in unbolted neoprene, and 5- cracking, reaching
curvature limits, or complete collapse of deck. However, the scope of this study has
been limited to deck collapse due to curvature limits.
The implementation of rotational springs in FE models is achieved by adding a two
node-link element, or described as zero-length elements, and implemented in each
of the FE models in OpenSees. Each requires two nodes having the exact location.
The zero-length elements, behaving as rotational springs, are characterized by elastic
perfectly plastic moment-curvature relationship and Caltrans Idealized model.
Furthermore, the rotational springs are added for each of the three FE models
representing the possible state of a bridge, based on different BCs, as shown in
Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Plastic hinges required for a complete failure of different BC cases.

On the other hand, as discussed in Chapter 4, the non-skewed masonry arch bridges
were modeled based on line elements in 2D, i.e., B5, B16, B17, while skewed
masonry arch B11 was modeled based on line elements as well, yet, in 3D. However,
according to Milani, & Lourenço (2012), the location of formed plastic hinge-like
behavior in a masonry arch bridge, is different from the previously shown beam in
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Figure 5.1 when masonry arch bridges are studied. In their research, FE models in
2D and 3D of different masonry arch bridges were developed using eight-node solid
elements. The nodes were connected by non-linear interfaces as rotational and
displacement springs to study the non-linear behavior of masonry bridges under
eccentric loading. They have compared the numerical results with the ones achieved
by testing on a real scale bridge. As a result, they have found that the number and
location of formed plastic hinges were different, based on the bridge’s geometry and
other characteristics related to the material. Moreover,, they suggested that nonskewed masonry arch bridges be modeled in 2D, while skewed ones in 3D.
To illustrate the behavior of plastic hinges, a generic 2D FE model of an arch
masonry bridge has been developed by using Ring software (LimitState, 2009). As
shown in Figure 5.2, the number of plastic hinges developed due to an applied load
from vehicles’ axles is four or five, depending on the axles' location. Moreover, the
location of plastic hinges that might be developed is mainly based on the location of
such applied loads and the geometry of the masonry bridge being analyzed, and the
applied material. However, in this study, the plastic hinge behavior resulting from
NLTHA is mainly based on the idea previously described in Figure 5.1 to simplify
the FE models related to masonry arch bridges. Nevertheless, further investigations
can be examined in future studies to describe a more accurate nonlinear behavior that
might develop from the structural response due to intense GMs.
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Figure 5.2. Number of plastic hinges and their location, caused by vehicle’s axles, shown
in red dots on the blue line elements.

Lastly, similar to the idea of implementing rotational springs in a 2D FE model,
based on a line element representing the whole deck, rotational springs are added to
FE models in 3D when the area elements are used to model the slab of a skewed
bridge. As shown in Figure 5.3, inspecting a meshed area element in BC A for
instance, rotational springs are added at mid nodes joining to area elements, so the
moment and rotation response at that specific point can be monitored throughout the
analysis. Similarly, additional rotational springs are added when fixity exists, as
shown in BC B and C.
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Figure 5.3. Rotational springs (in red) in a meshed area element with different BCs.

Moment-curvature analysis has been carried out on each bridge using SAP2000. The
moment-curvature analysis is conducted based on initially assumed values for Ec
and Em or Es when masonry or steel structural elements exist, as 25 GPa, 10 GPa,
and 200 GPa, respectively for each section of a bridge. Moreover, the initially
assumptions in the moment-curvature are updated when the yielding moment and
rotation are implemented in the rotational springs in OpenSees, using a correction
factor.
Adding to that, since neither the reinforcement details nor its characteristics are
known or available, all bridges are assumed to have minimum reinforcement in
concrete structural elements as described in ACI-ASCE 343R-95 and Equation 5-1.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the reinforcement is S220 steel rebar with yielding
stress and ultimate stress capacity of 400 MPa and 600 MPa, respectively. On the
other hand, masonry structural elements are assumed not to have any reinforcement.
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𝐼
𝐼
𝑦𝑡
𝑦𝑡 √𝑓𝑐
𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [10 + 2 ] [ 2 ]
𝑏𝑑
𝑏𝑑 𝑓𝑦

Eq. 5-1

Where 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the minimum reinforcement ratio; 𝐼 is the moment of inertia of the
entire section; 𝑦𝑡 is the distance from the sectional centroid to extreme fiber in
tension, excluding reinforcement; b, and d are section width and depth, respectively,
𝑓𝑐 specifies the compressive strength of concrete, and 𝑓𝑦 is the design yield strength
of non-prestressed reinforcement.
The minimum reinforcement has been calculated for each bridge and included as a
single rebar for each structural element, whether it is a RC beam or a slab, as shown
in Figure 5.4, (black dots represent the rebars). As the figure illustrates, the
reinforcement in a section of the B2, further calculations are not affected by the
number of rebars or their longitudinal location. What is more important is the overall
area of reinforcement in each structural element.

Figure 5.4. Minimum reinforcement in B2 deck section.
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Figure 5.5: Idealized momentcurvature plot of B2.

Based on the yielding moment and curvature from such analysis shown in Figure
5.5, the plastic hinge length must be determined so that the yielding rotation can be
used in each FE model’s rotational springs. However, the plastic hinge length in the
literature has not been defined based on one exact numerical equation due to the
complexity of this topic. Yet, many researchers have introduced different equations
based on experiments such as Zhao et al. (2011), to have an equivalent plastic hinge
length to physical length. In this research, Equation 5-2 has been implemented to
find an equivalent plastic hinge length; according to Mattock (1967),
𝐿𝑝 = 0.5𝑑 + 0.05𝑧

Eq. 5-2

Where 𝑑 is the depth of section, and 𝑧 is the distance from a critical section to the
point of contra-flexure. Therefore, the plastic hinge length found for each bridge is
then used to extract the yielding rotation from moment-curvature analysis, based on
the relationship given in Equation 5-3
𝜃𝑦 = 𝐾𝑦 ∗ 𝐿𝑝

Eq. 5-3

Where 𝜃𝑦 is the yielding rotation, 𝐾𝑦 is the yielding curvature, and 𝐿𝑝 is the plastic
hinge length.
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5.3

Rayleigh Damping

Structural damping, 𝜉 of all bridges included in this study has been considered as
5% and incorporated mass and stiffness proportional Rayleigh damping as shown
in Equation 5-4
𝐶 = 𝛼. 𝑀 + 𝛽. 𝐾

Eq. 5-4

where 𝐶 is the damping matrix, 𝑀 is the mass matrix, and 𝐾 is the stiffness matrix.
The relation between structural damping, 𝜉, and Rayleigh damping, is provided by
the constants of proportionality, 𝛼 and 𝛽 as
𝛼 = 𝜉.

2. 𝜔𝑖 . 𝜔𝑗
𝜔𝑖 +𝜔𝑗

Eq. 5-5

2
𝜔𝑖 +𝜔𝑗

Eq. 5-6

𝛽 = 𝜉.

where 𝜔𝑖 and 𝜔𝑗 are i-th and j-th modal frequency, respectively.
Moreover, in finding 𝛼 and 𝛽 required for Rayleigh damping, the lower and upper
range of frequency, which are based on the first and second modal frequencies, 𝜔1
and 𝜔2 .
5.4

Ground Motion

The majority of the bridges in the region are very short (less than 5.6 m in span length
on average), and most can be described as stiff bridges. On the other hand,
earthquake records that are briefly described in Table 5.1 retrieved from Bogazici
University Kandilli Observatory And Earthquake Research Institute (1971) all have
low intensities in terms of PGA. These have been recorded by five different stations
around Northern Cyprus, as shown in Figure 5.6. The maximum recorded intensity
observed from all GMs from different stations showed a maximum PGA of 1.50
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m/s2. Therefore, due to the high stiffness of bridges and the lack of GMs needed, it
is necessary to conduct NLTHA using strong GMs to capture the structural response
that might indicate which intensity level the structure might be damaged. Hence,
artificial accelerograms have been generated based on the original GMs records from
the generalized nonstationary Kanai-Tajimi model (Fan & Ahmadi., 1990), along
with moving-time-window technique (Rofooei et al., 2001), which mainly requires
at least one original GM record, to generate GMs with desired intensities. Therefore,
it helps preserve the characteristics of the original GM.
A total of 100 strong artificial GMs have been generated. They all share similar
seismic characteristics such as duration and normalized duration when a peak is
achieved by a GM and dominant frequency, as the original ones. However, they
differ in intensity measure, as shown in Figure 5.7. The lowest PGA between all
records is 1.1588 m/s2, mean of 29.995 m/s2 and a max of 61.348 m/s2 and each
having a duration of 10 seconds. All 100 artificial GMs records have been used to
conduct NLTHA on each updated FE model, with different BCs. They were applied
as uniform excitation due to the reason previously mentioned; the maximum distance
between two supports of a deck is not more than 10 m, which means that soil
conditions would not differ from one support to another.
Table 5.1. Original earthquake record.
ID

Original

Time

Magnitude

Type*

Latitude

Longitude

Date
EQ1

2017-01-

Depth
(km)

21:43:31

4.5

mb

35.55

32.40

75.5

18:54:26

4.0

mb

35.13

33.20

20.6

08:25:11

5.5

mb

32.33

32.33

10.0

13
EQ2

2015-1211

EQ2

2015-0415

* mb: short-period body wave
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Figure 5.6. Stations located around Cyprus (Stations in North, AKDN, LEF, LFK, AKIN,
and EREN).

Figure 5.7. Variation of intensities between artificially generated GMs.
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5.5

Results and Discussion

NLTHA was conducted on the FE models with different BCs for each bridge using
100 strong artificial GMs applied in gravity direction in OpenSees. The results show
the nonlinear behavior of some rotational springs, where such a behavior can be
described in elastic perfectly-plastic material. As shown in Figure 5.8, exceeding the
yielding point means that a plastic hinge has formed.

Figure 5.8. Elastic perfectly-plastic material behavior.

Moreover, the rotational springs were monitored throughout the analysis from the
moment and rotation responses at these elements, which resulted in 6600 and 16200
response files for 2D and 3D FE models, respectively. Figure 5.9 shows the nonlinear
behavior or the plastic deformation from the response of a rotational spring in B2 in
the BC A case. The yielding point or the elastic region has been exceeded due to
intense uniform excitations and resulted in a bilinear hysteric behavior.

Figure 5.9. Rotational spring behavior of B2, under strong GM.
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Furthermore, the results of FE models’ rotational springs response due to GMs are
post-processed and evaluated based on the rotational ductility demand, 𝜇𝐷 in
Equation 5-7. One maximum ductility demand from all rotational springs in a FE
model per GM is examined.
𝜇𝐷 =

𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜃𝑦

Eq. 5-7

Where 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝜃𝑦 are the absolute maximum rotation response at a rotational
spring and yielding rotation at that spring, respectively.
Maximum rotational ductility demand from a response and the corresponding PGA
of a GM is plotted for each BC of each of the bridge’s FE, as Figures 5-10 and 5-11
depict. From the figures, bridges in BC A case (B2, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9, B11, B12,
B16, and B17) exceeds the yielding point, and rotational spring at mid-span
experiences plastic hinge behavior, as the rotational ductility demand has exceeded
the value of 1. On the other hand, bridges in BC B case (B2, B6, B7, B8, B9, B11,
B14, B16, B17, and B19) and bridges in BC C case (B2, B6, B7, B9, B11, and B12)
all have experienced rotations at springs, exceeding the yielding threshold. Table 5.2
summarizes the findings from Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The table shows how many
times a bridge yielded during 100 GMs. As expected, the number of bridges
exceeding the yielding threshold reduces as the BC case changes from A to B, to C,
in descending order. However, irregularities are spotted in B8, B9, B11, B12, B14.
The number of times these bridges yielded during 100 GMs in BC B case was higher
than BC A.
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Figure 5.10. Rotational ductility demands of Bridges 1-10 resulted from NLTHA.
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Figure 5.11. Rotational ductility demands of Bridges 11-20 resulted from NLTHA.
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Table 5.2: Yielding of bridges during 100 GMs in NLTHA.
Bridge

BC A

BC B

BC C

B1

0

0

0

B2

65

42

5

B3

0

0

0

B4

0

0

0

B5

82

0

0

B6

35

35

4

B7

54

35

3

B8

8

10

0

B9

79

65

22

B10

0

0

0

B11

19

82

24

B12

53

0

3

B13

0

0

0

B14

0

7

0

B15

0

0

0

B16

78

50

0

B17

77

49

0

B18

0

0

0

B19

0

2

0

B20

0

0

0
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The results related to the rotational ductility demands from NLTHA are examined in
more detail, where histograms and Probability Density Functions (PDFs) based on
Lognormal distribution have been developed for all bridges, as shown in Figures
5.12 and 5.13. Moreover, the results shown in both figures are interpreted using mean
and variance to understand the data being handled and presented better, as shown in
Table 5.3.
Examing the mean value for instance, it appears that bridges that did not experience
exceedance of threshold in ductility demand or barely yielded during the NLTHA
had a mean close to zero, or less than one. On the other hand, as expected, the mean
was higher than the value of one when the ductility demand threshold had been
exceeded, such as in B2, B5, B6, B7, B9, B12, B16, and B17 in almost all BC cases.
Moreover, looking at the variance to measure how data-related ductility demand is
spread throughout the PDFs, some bridges had approximately zero variance,
indicating that the data is almost identical or very similar. In contrast, some bridges
had a high measure, indicating that the spread of data from the mean is high. For
instance, in B2, B9, B16, and B17, the variance appears to be extreme in these
bridges. Moreover, BC A in specific compared to the rest of bridges, indicates that
the data related to ductility demand is highly spread, which are caused by the GMs
with extreme intensities (PGAs between 30 and 63 m/s2) handled during the
NLTHA. This behavior can be observed in previous Figures 5-10 and 5-11 related
to BC A of these bridges, where the ductility demand reached significantly high
levels. However, it was necessary to use those GMs to develop fragility curves,
which is explained in the following chapter. Considering the physical meaning,
bridges which have relatively long span, low EI values, and high mass, all were
subject to high mean and variance rotational ductility demand values.
Lastly, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) has been applied to the ductility
demand results and presented in Figures 5-14 and 5-15 for further details. The CDF
is employed to show the cumulative probability for a given ductility demand value
in a BC of a bridge. For instance, the CDFs which are based on a range of ductility
demands for each BC of a bridge, the cumulative probability for ductility demand
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being one or more in B2 as an example for BC A, B, and C, is 65%, 42%, and 5%,
respectively, based on the analytical empirical CDF (ECDF).
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Ductility Demand

Figure 5.12. Ductility demand histograms and PDFs of bridges 1-10.
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Ductility Demand

Ductility

dEMAN

Figure 5.13. Ductility demand histograms and PDFs of bridges 11-20.
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Table 5.3. Mean and variance of PDFs related to ductility demand.
BC A
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20

BC B

BC C

mu

var

mu

var

mu

var

0.38
21.58
0.05
0.17
3.36
2.31
6.00
0.74
55.52
0.14
0.81
1.83
0.47
0.53
0.22
6.88
8.10
0.21
0.32
0.25

0.03
11789.99
0.00
0.01
12.95
15.06
251.97
0.33
134114.21
0.00
0.21
3.40
0.05
0.05
0.01
233.83
390.84
0.01
0.02
0.012

0.32
1.47
0.04
0.14
0.05
0.93
1.11
0.67
3.39
0.11
2.19
0.28
0.22
0.61
0.22
1.29
1.32
0.19
0.59
0.23

0.02
2.05
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.70
0.13
31.22
0.00
2.12
0.02
0.00
0.10
0.01
0.91
1.21
0.01
0.08
0.01

0.23
0.61
0.03
0.10
0.09
0.58
0.57
0.35
1.01
0.07
0.78
0.56
0.13
0.33
0.13
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.30
0.16

0.01
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.12
0.04
0.83
0.00
0.21
0.10
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.01
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Figure 5.14. Ductility demand CDF of bridges 1-10.
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`

Figure 5.15. Ductility demand CDF of bridges 11-20.
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Lastly, the response in the lateral direction has been investigated as well by
conducting the same 100 GMs throughout the NLTHA again. B2 in 2D and B14 in
3D only have been analyzed, as they had a plastic hinge behavior forming in the
rotational springs when the GMs had been applied in the gravity direction in the
previous NLTHA.
After processing all the responses related to the rotational springs of B2, and B14 in
all BCs, none of the springs exceeded the yielding point, meaning that the ductility
demand remains in the elastic range, inducing no damage to the bridge. This is
because the bridges have a significantly higher moment of inertia when the bending
is about the gravity axis of bridges’ section, in other words, because the bridges have
higher stiffness when NLTHA is applied in the lateral direction. Based on that, the
results of the analysis performed in the lateral direction were not reported further.
However, NLTHA using GMs in the lateral direction would be important, if the
abutment, piers, or any vertical structural elements, were under consideration for
seismic analyses.

5.6

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the non-linearity concept of concentrated plasticity has been adopted
in the updated FE models. Based on moment-curvature analysis results, rotational
springs have been added to FE models with different BC cases. Available GM
records were scaled to produce artificially strong GMs. Moreover, NLTHA was
carried out using the scaled GMs, causing uniform excitations to the FE models in
the gravitational direction. Lastly, ductility demands were presented based on the
response results from NLTHA. Figure 5.16 provides a summary of this chapter.
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.

Figure 5.16. Summary chart of chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 6

6

6.1

RELIABILITY ESTIMATION

General

Estimation of remaining life for any structure, in general, is the primary target in
SHM. As this is the case, reliability estimation serves as a backbone for such a
purpose, which would provide the necessary information required in SHM. Hence,
post-event structural degradation and the associated losses in monetary values can
be predicted in a more sophisticated manner. Therefore, engineers can be cautious
about taking action before any crisis event to eliminate or reduce any loss.
In general, engineers address the reliability of a structure using probability tools such
as lognormal CDF based on GM intensities such as PGAs, or spectral displacements,
in which it presents the form of a fragility curve (Kim, 2018)—aiding the prognosis
of bridge failure in future events, such as earthquakes. Therefore, in this study,
reliability estimation is based on fragility curves, characterized by a single
parameter, PGA, which is treated as the primary source of uncertainty related to
structural damage.
Moreover, the fragility curves generally are developed for different levels of damage
states for a structure, such as “None,” “Minor,” “Moderate,” “Major,” and
“Collapse” as introduced, for example, by Banerjee and Shinozuka (2008). One
fragility curve has been developed in this study for each BC case of a bridge
idealizing damage state in a binary form, either damaged or undamaged. It computed
based on different PGAs representing 100 strong artificial GMs at different
intensities, which are previously introduced in Chapter 5.
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6.2

Fragility Curves

Fragility curves are developed based on the cumulative distribution function curve’s
fitting for binary damage data. In this context, the damage has been defined based
on ductility demand results from NLTHA, where the damage data is based on
“damaged” or “undamaged” tags. For instance, if the ductility demand has exceeded
the threshold value of one, the damage is, therefore, is set as one. On the other hand,
if the ductility demand did not exceed the threshold value, meaning that it is less than
one, then undamaged, the damage is set to zero.
The fragility curves are developed according to Shinozuka et al. (2000) based on
Equation 6-1

𝑃(𝑎) = 𝜙(

𝑎
𝑙𝑛 𝑐
𝜎

)

Eq. 6-1

Where 𝜙[⋅] = standardized normal distribution function, 𝑎 is the PGA in a GM. Both
parameters 𝑐, and 𝜎, are the mean and log-standard deviation of the fragility curve.
Moreover, the maximum likelihood function necessary for curve fitting is defined in
Equation 6-2,
𝑛

𝐿 = ∏[𝑃(𝑎𝑖 )]𝑥𝑖 . [1 − 𝑃(𝑎𝑖 )]1−𝑥𝑖

Eq. 6-2

𝑖=1

Where n is the number of GMs, 𝑎𝑖 is ith PGA, 𝑃 is the fragility curve, 𝑥𝑖 has a binary
value of either 1 or 0, depending on whether ductility demand at a specific PGA has
indicated exceedance of the threshold or not.
Lastly, the mean, and the Log-standard deviation, are achieved by minimizing the
error so that the gradient of the likelihood function reaches zero, as shown in
Equation 6-3,
𝑑𝑙𝑛𝐿 𝑑𝑙𝑛𝐿
=
=0
𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝜎
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Eq. 6-3

It should be noted that the fragility curve function and likelihood estimation through
Eq.6-1, 2, and 3, according to Shinozuka et al. (2000) research study, has been used
for columns of a bridge structure. In this study, this approach has been converted into
curvature failure of deck elements despite the characteristic differences between the
deck and column elements.

6.3

Results and Discussion

Fragility curves generated for each BC case of a bridge are presented in Figure 6.1
to illustrate the probability of damage for specific PGA values. Looking at the
fragility curve of BC A for B2, for instance, 65 and 35 data points in dots were plotted
at the upper horizontal and lower axes, respectively. Where the dots at the upper part
indicated damage (𝑥𝑖 =1), and the ones at the bottom indicated no damage (𝑥𝑖 =0),
under the 100 GMs. Therefore, the corresponding fragility curve has been derived
using Equations. 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3, based on damage/no damage data points.
Furthermore, the process was applied for the rest of BCs for all bridges.
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Figure 6.1. Fragility curves of bridges 1-20.
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The results are presented in Table 6.1 for the probabilities of damage for some PGA
values from the fragility curves. The table shows PGA values of 0.5g, 1g, 2g, and 3g
(4.905, 9.81, 19.62, and 29.43 m/ss, respectively).
BC A, for instance, at a PGA of 0.5g (4.905 m/s2), the probability of damage is
approximately zero for all the bridges. However, B5 showed a probability of 17%.
Moreover, looking at the same PGA value, the probability of damage appears to be
0%, based on the fragility curves related to BC cases B and C. However, looking at
BC A again, the probability of damage at a PGA of 3g (29.43 m/s2), B2, B5, B7, B9,
B12, B16, and B17, appears to be higher than 50% showing significant risk at such
intensity. On the other hand, B6, B8, and B11 showed probability of damage at a
high PGA, yet was lower than the other bridges.
Overall, the probability of damage due to the strong artificial GMs naturally
increases as the intensity increases. Moreover, the probability appears to be highest
in BC A and lowest in BC C in most bridges. BC A represents the weakest state as
it represents a simply supported structure and the opposite in BC C that represents
fixed-fixed boundaries. On the contrary, B14, and B19, shows a tendency to being
damaged in BC B, but not in any other BC cases. The skewness angle of those
bridges, and other factors related to geometry and age, could contribute to making
the bridge appear to be in the weakest state in BC B, while it should be BC A.
However, looking at overall results, B2, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9, B11, B12, B14, B16,
B17, and B19 showed a probability of damage, at least in one of the BC cases.
Lastly, B1, B3, B4, B10, B13, B15, B18, and B20 did not experience any damage.
Therefore, the fragility curves indicated that the probability of damage in 100 GMs
was zero, or less than 1%, in all BC cases. Even though that the GMs with extreme
values of PGAs (between 30 m/s2 and 63 m/s2) were applied in the NLTHA. Such
high resistance/load-carrying capacity is because of contributing factors like span
length, sectional depth, and the density of the material used in constructing the
bridges back in time. In other words, such characteristics might contribute to a high
stiffness or low bridge mass, where all those factors would contribute significantly
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in increasing the structural resistance/load-carrying capacity, and therefore, high
resistance to GMs with high intensities.
For instance, looking at the structural layout shown in Appendix B for B1, there are
four girders beneath the slab, where each has a depth and width of 0.8 and 0.5 m,
respectively. Moreover, the span length is considerably short as it is approximately
5 m (clear span length). Hence the stiffness of this bridge is high, compared to other
similar bridges. Furthermore, B3, B4, B10, B13, B15, B18, and B20, each has a span
length of 2.8, 2.45, 3.3, 4, 4.9, 6.4, and 2.25 m, respectively (Information about all
other bridges can be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.1 and more details in Appendix
B). The short length of the spans of previously mentioned bridges contributes to a
higher stiffness. The skewness angle in all those but not B4 appears to be possibly
another factor that might increase the structural capacity. Hence, such factors
validate the reason behind the low probability of damage observed in the fragility
curves.
Overall, the fragility curves provided a very low probability of damage or even none
when the PGA value is below 1g. Besides the reasons above, the application of GM
input in the gravitational direction and consideration of damage based on rotational
ductility demand, that resulted in low values. Nevertheless, even though the short
span bridges in this study do not show a tendency to fail, such damage-based protocol
is essential to be considered in long-span bridges, such as suspension bridges. Since
the dead load and deck mass in long-span bridges result in very high rotational
ductility demand values, a higher probability of failure at lower PGA values is
higher.
For a better view of fragility curves, Appendix E has been used to show a close-up
view for bridges with a probability of failure in at least one BC case (B2, B5, B6,
B7, B8, B9, B11, B12, B14, B16, B17, and B19).
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Table 6.1. Probability of damage due to different PGAs.
BC
PGA
Bridge
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20

6.4

A
0.5

1

2

0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
45
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
4
0
0
0

0
25
0
0
78
3
12
0
63
0
0
14
0
0
0
62
57
0
0
0

B
3
0.5
1
2
3
0.5
Probability of Damageability (%)
0
0
0
0
0
0
76
0
0
4
37
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
91
0
0
0
0
0
28
0
0
6
31
0
57
0
0
3
27
0
4
0
0
1
6
0
95
0
0
36
75
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
15
74
96
0
55
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
93
0
0
12
50
0
93
0
0
13
49
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C
1

2

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, reliability estimation has been carried out by developing fragility
curves for each BC case of a FE model representing a bridge. The fragility curves
were developed by maximizing the likelihood function, mainly relying on ductility
demand results treated in a binary form. As a result, in the fragility curves, a PGA
value points out a probability of damage for a specific BC case of a bridge. Figure
6.3 summarizes this chapter.
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Figure 6.2. Summary chart of chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 7

7

7.1

CONCLUSION

Remarks

This study proposed and implemented a novel systematic scheme for FE model
calibration based on smartphone accelerometers utilized for monitoring purposes.
Adding to that, structural reliability estimation based on NLTHA is carried out via
calibrated FE models. The proposed framework has been applied on a large road
network consisting of 20 bridges that are primarily historical and varying in
geometry, dimensions, and material. As a result, objectives have been met with
minimal instrumentation and temporary equipment. The followings briefly
summarize the findings of this study:
Chapter 2 introduced twenty bridges located in the North-Western region of Cyprus,
presented their characteristics and structural layouts. It also showed verification
methodologies and results related to smartphone accelerometers. Besides, it
explained the methodology implemented in this study for acquiring bridges’
response based on eight tests (Ambient and forced vibrations) using the smartphones.
Chapter 3 discussed the signal processing tools utilized to extract spectral features
of each natural frequency of a bridge. It also provided an idea about issues related to
digital signal processing. Lastly, it presented a summary of overall results after
processing structural responses, using four different signal processing tools available
in MATLAB.
Chapter 4 explained the FE method adopted for modeling the bridges, which is
mainly based on the skewness of a bridge. It verified the FE models and compared
the OpenSees platform with SAP2000, based on modal analyses results from FE
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models. It also introduced the FE model updating processes, for updating stiffness,
EI of bridges. Finally, provided the results and related discussion.
Chapter 5 illustrated the implementation of rotational springs into the FE models
for NLTHA. It presented the GMs available in the database and the scaling of the
earthquake records to generate artificially strong GMs for the NLTHA. Later, overall
results were presented by ductility demand means for each BC case of a bridge.
Chapter 6 presented how the reliability estimation was carried out and how related
fragility curves based on ductility demand are developed. It also showed the
probability of damage per PGA value of bridges based on fragility curves.

7.2

Findings

This study proposed a systematic framework that provides sufficient information
regarding twenty bridges in the western region of Northern Cyprus with cost-free
instrumentation as the monitoring was completed by using only personal
smartphones. Adding to that, even though the accelerometers in such devices are
low-quality sensors, they were able to identify the natural frequency of the bridges
and even in the very short span ones. Moreover, based on smartphone findings,
calibration of FE models became possible, leading to more reliable ones by updating
the structural stiffness. Hence, different seismic analyses can be conducted.
Furthermore, after conducting the NLTHA using 100 strong artificial GMs, in the
gravitational direction, and developing fragility curves based on ductility demand
results, it appears that twelve out of twenty bridges showed the probability of being
damaged, at least in one BC case. Which mainly are B2, B5, B6, B7, B8, B9, B11,
B12, B14, B16, B17, and B19. The most prone bridges to damage due to different
PGAs, were B5, B9, B11, B16, B17, reaching a probability of 90% at a PGA of 3g.
In contrast, the least prone appears to be B19, with a probability of 1% at a PGA of
3g.
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7.3

Limitations and Recommendations
•

Simplified testing scheme in this study, did not cover identification of mode
shapes

despite

the

multi-output

configuration

involving

multiple

smartphones. The fidelity of model updating results would increase if the
objective function incorporates mode shapes in addition to modal frequency
However, further steps are needed to synchronize different channels of
response data which would rely on digital signal reconstrution techniques.
it is an essential information that can be collected with multi-output data
which requires multiple smartphone devices located at different locations on
the deck, but must satisfy the synchronization problem associated to testing
devices.
•

Since most bridges are historical and no detailed structural drawings exist, it
was necessary to develop structural layouts. Moreover, since the
reinforcement detailing is assumed to be minimum based on ACI-ASCE
343R-95, adopting non-destructive methods such as Gamma-Radiography
could provide sufficient information about existing reinforcement, leading to
more reliable FE models.

•

Related information about masonry bridges were very limited to only
observable elements. Information about the backfill material and spandrel
wall thickness, and if any reinforcement exists in the ring, remains unknown.
Since all this information would significantly affect reliability estimations,
state-of-the-art methods can be utilized for identification purposes.

•

The FE method adopted for developing masonry arch bridges can be
enhanced, and different literature approaches may be adapted. Hence,
findings can be compared, leading to more accurate results regarding
structural behavior under seismic loads.

•

The nonlinearity concept of concentrated plasticity can be extended to
include shear hinges, besides the rotational hinges.
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•

Different failure modes as described in Section 5.2 can be studied to include
not only the deck, but other structural components as well, for better
understanding of earthquake-induced damage.

•

Fragility curves represent the probability of damage based on 100 artificially
strong ground motions; more GMs can provide better findings in terms of
accuracy and representation.

•

Since the flood risk in Cyprus is generally higher compared to seismic risk,
it is suggested to adopt a similar methodology to assess flood reliability,
perhaps combined effects of both.

•

The information produced in this research is an input for decision-making
processes which are not studied in detail in this thesis. To denote standard
options for decision-making, responsible authorities may consider, repair,
retrofit, reconstruct, or destruct in an individual or population-scale.
Alternatively, pre-disaster preparedness and post-disaster mitigation routes
can be optimized based on the assessment of bridge conditions (Malekloo,
2020), ideally in an automated damage detection framework (Tran et al.,
2020).

To ensure the serviceability of such bridges under the risk of damage, responsible
authorities may also attempt retrofitting those bridges by adding steel girders that
can be penetrated through the shear walls of a RC bridge, for example. Such a remedy
would not cause avoid network interruptions with minimal source allocation, as the
retrofitting work would be beneath the slab in service. On the other hand, masonry
arch bridges may be retrofitted using selective injection materials in the fill, so the
historical value held in its appearance is still maintained. Lastly, temporary rerouting
and rebuilding, could sometimes be the only viable option when the associated
retrofitting costs are high.
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APPENDICES

A. 3D Models of Bridges
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B. Structural Layouts
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C. Spectral Characteristics of Acquired Data
The data and spectral features shown in the following pages, are acquired from
devices named as Device W (The figures in the column on left) and Device A
(column on right), with sampling rate of 400 and 50 Hz, respectively.
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Bridge 6 Test Jump 1

191

Bridge 6 Test Jump 2

192

Bridge 7 Test 1

193

Bridge 7 Test 2

194

Bridge 7 Test 3

195

Bridge 7 Test 4

196

Bridge 7 Test 5

197

Bridge 7 Test 6

198

Bridge 7 Test Jump 1

199

Bridge 7 Test Jump 2

200

Bridge 8 Test 1

201

Bridge 8 Test 2

202

Bridge 8 Test 3

203

Bridge 8 Test 4

204

Bridge 8 Test 5

205

Bridge 8 Test 6

206

Bridge 8 Test Jump 1

207

Bridge 8 Test Jump 2

208

Bridge 9 Test 1

209

Bridge 9 Test 2

210

Bridge 9 Test 3

211

Bridge 9 Test 4

212

Bridge 9 Test 5

213

Bridge 9 Test 6

214

Bridge 10 Test 1

215

Bridge 10 Test 2

216

Bridge 10 Test 3

217

Bridge 10 Test 4

218

Bridge 10 Test 5

219

Bridge 10 Test 6

220

Bridge 10 Test Jump 1

221

Bridge 10 Test Jump 2

222

Bridge 11 Test 1

223

Bridge 11 Test 2

224

Bridge 11 Test 3

225

Bridge 11 Test 4

226

Bridge 11 Test 5

227

Bridge 11 Test 6

228

Bridge 11 Test Jump 1

229

Bridge 11 Test Jump 2

230

Bridge 12 Test 1

231

Bridge 12 Test 2

232

Bridge 12 Test 3

233

Bridge 12 Test 4

234

Bridge 12 Test 5
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Bridge 12 Test 6
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Bridge 12 Test Jump 1
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238

Bridge 13 Test 1

239

Bridge 13 Test 2
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Bridge 13 Test 3
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Bridge 13 Test 4
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Bridge 13 Test 5

243

Bridge 13 Test 6

244

Bridge 13 Test Jump 1
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Bridge 13 Test Jump 2

246

Bridge 14 Test 1

247

Bridge 14 Test 2

248

Bridge 14 Test 3

249

Bridge 14 Test 4

250

Bridge 14 Test 5

251

Bridge 14 Test 6

252

Bridge 14 Test Jump 1

253

Bridge 14 Test Jump 2
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Bridge 15 Test 1

255

Bridge 15 Test 2

256

Bridge 15 Test 3

257

Bridge 15 Test 4

258

Bridge 15 Test 5

259

Bridge 15 Test 6

260

Bridge 15 Test Jump 1

261

Bridge 15 Test Jump 2

262

Bridge 16 ARC Test 1

263

Bridge 16 ARC Test 2

264

Bridge 16 ARC Test 3

265

Bridge 16 ARC Test 4

266

Bridge 16 ARC Test 5

267

Bridge 16 ARC Test 6

268

Bridge 16 ARC Test Jump 1

269

Bridge 16 ARC Test Jump 2

270

Bridge 16 RC Test 1

271

Bridge 16 RC Test 2

272

Bridge 16 RC Test 3

273

Bridge 16 RC Test 4

274

Bridge 16 RC Test 5

275

Bridge 16 RC Test 6

276

Bridge 16 RC Test Jump 1

277

Bridge 16 RC Test Jump 2

278

Bridge 17 ARC Test 1

279

Bridge 17 ARC Test 2

280

Bridge 17 ARC Test 3

281

Bridge 17 ARC Test 4

282

Bridge 17 ARC Test 5

283

Bridge 17 ARC Test 6

284

Bridge 17 ARC Test Jump 1

285

Bridge 17 ARC Test Jump 2

286

Bridge 17 RC Test 1

287

Bridge 17 RC Test 2

288

Bridge 17 RC Test 3

289

Bridge 17 RC Test 4

290

Bridge 17 RC Test 5

291

Bridge 17 RC Test 6

292

Bridge 17 RC Test Jump 1

293

Bridge 17 RC Test Jump 2

294

Bridge 18 Test 1

295

Bridge 18 Test 2

296

Bridge 18 Test 3

297

Bridge 18 Test 4

298

Bridge 18 Test 5

299

Bridge 18 Test 6

300

Bridge 18 Test Jump 1

301

Bridge 18 Test Jump 2

302

Bridge 19 Test 1

303

Bridge 19 Test 2

304

Bridge 19 Test 3

305

Bridge 19 Test 4

306

Bridge 19 Test 5

307

Bridge 19 Test 6

308

Bridge 19 Test Jump 1

309

Bridge 19 Test Jump 2
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Bridge 20 Test Jump 1

311

Bridge 20 Test Jump 2

312

Bridge 20 Test Jump 3

313

Bridge 20 Test Jump 4
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D. Moment-curveture
B1

B2

B3

B4

B5 Mid span

B5 Support side

B6

315

B7

B8

B9

B10

B11 Mid
Span

B11
Support
Side
B12
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B13

B14

B15

B16 Mid
span

B16
Support
side
B17 Mid
span

B17
Support
side
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B19

B20
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E. Fragility Curves
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